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6 INNovATív meGoldáSok A vároSI  lAkáSProblÉmákrA

A SPECIAL NOTE TO OUR READERS

In keeping with our motto, we have sought innovative solutions to 
urban housing problems. We have chosen to do this in portions of the 
city where the problems are real and where alongside the profession-
als involved with the effort, the budapest municipal Government has 
helped us in mapping out the project.

The purpose of this research was to design six model projects, all 
of them reflecting typical budapest ways of life. The groups of 4-5 
members combined innovative architectural design with accepted 
sociological and economic methods intended to best promote social 
integration. The goal was to offer complex and interdisciplinary solu-
tions to the problems we have identified.

The identified goals in different zones:

3 building populations in the greenbelt urban agglomeration (inner 
suburban zone) with communal residential configurations based 
on compact architectural designs and resting on cooperation

3 Turning extensive architectural patterns into more intensive ones 
in the single family home outer zone of budapest, while respect-
ing market demands for a garden city environment.

3 Performing a socially sensitive transformation of the segregated 
residential environment in budapest’s rust belt.

3 renovating and restructuring buildings, and building in gaps in 
the densely structured high-rise housing estates of the 1970s and 
1980s.

3 renovating and restructuring buildings, and filling in the gaps in 
the less densely structured low-rise housing estates of the 1950s 
and 1960s.

3 renovating and restructuring a neglected Inner City housing 
block, with a mind to market-based rebuilds of recent years

  
The projects were focused on social demands in the broadest sense of 
the concept. In other words, they spotlighted the problems of hous-
ing poverty but also focused on ways to satisfy the social needs of 
people living in a given area or potentially moving there. The finished 

designs integrate the components of up-to-date urban construction: 
the principle of compact urban living, the principle of sustainable 
and environment friendly solutions, the establishment of communal 
lifestyles, the management of age-specific issues and when pos-
sible, the designing of living environments conducive to a mixture of 
social statuses. They also sought to create economically sustainable 
architecture and to incorporate the principles of a “sharing economy” 
and “collaborative consumption.”
The research project has been based on cooperation among profes-
sionals in various disciplines working in partnership with the board 
of the Holcim Hungaria Home Foundation, and the department 
of residential buildings at the budapest University of Technology 
and economics. It has also received the professional support of the 
bureau of the Chief Architect of the budapest mayor’s office, and 
the metropolitan research Institute. Cooperation with the university 
also made it possible for the research process to imbed itself in the 
university curriculum itself, in part through the professors heading 
the working groups, and in the case of two of the groups, through the 
direct integration of the research into university courses.
It was a pleasure for me to have had the opportunity to participate 
in this uniquely diverse cooperative project. The task was profession-
ally inspiring and is one that I wholeheartedly support as chair of the 
Foundation board. As one of the project sponsors – together with 
József Hegedüs, my fellow at the board of trustees -  I hope that the 
results will be turned into designs that budapest can put into practice 
to its benefit, and that the residents of the city get the chance to 
enjoy the fruits of their labor.

Being the first to do something is always exciting, motivating, and challenging. 
With Replan we believe we have truly done something for the first time for we have 
inserted the breath of life into a unique initiative, by bringing together all the pro-
fessions concerned with housing to lay a foundation of extensive and up.

Sándor Fegyverneky
Hungary’s First National Chief Architect
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This volume is the outcome of a nearly 10-month-long research pro-
ject. It is the product of a unique collaborative venture by architecture 
and sociology and has produced a model worth studying, not only in 
Hungary but internationally, too. This book is the child of the hard 
work of roughly 50 professionals – architects, architectural students, 
sociologists, and other experts – and it strives to offer feasible 
alternatives to the problems most people encounter in their living 
environments by improving living conditions.

Holcim has acted as a responsible company and always paid close 
attention to meeting the demands of narrower and broader com-
munities regarding their living environments by seeking sustainable 
harmony between society and the built environment. This was the 
reason we established the Holcim Hungaria Home Foundation back 
in 2005 to assist young disadvantaged families in setting up homes 
with support from the social housing programs of the local govern-
ments. Focusing on sustainable architecture, we gave preferences 
to restructuring existing buildings and introducing renewable energy 
sources.

The Foundation has supplied grants of HUF 100 million (just under 
USd 360,000 or eUr 337,000) per four-year election cycle to local 
governments and local government organizations. From the time it 
began operations until 2013 it completed 157 apartments, one home 
for young single mothers with accommodations for 25, and one public 
service facility for the police force, in 33 settlements nationwide. 
With that, it significantly improved the quality of life of nearly 500 
people.

As an ultimate project, Holcim Hungaria Home Foundation chose to 
support an effort that culminates our work and responds to the most 
acute social, welfare, and architectural problems of our time, while 
affecting large groups of people.

As a committed believer in social responsibility I have been enjoyed 
following and supporting the research of the replan team both as 
a business manager and member of the Foundation board, and as a 
private individual. I firmly believe that this unique cooperative ven-
ture contains a challenge as well as a long term commitment on the 
part of the professional groups and offers a perspective to the people 
living in the crisis zones under investigation, not only in budapest but 
beyond its boundaries, too.

I hope readers find this book of ours to be interesting and that you 
get to see the more sustainable and livable cityscape designed by our 
teams of current and future professionals.

Cooperating with others is like  
giving yourself a head start in a race.

John C. Maxwell

Richard Skene 
Ceo of Holcim, Northern danube region 
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THE HOLCIM HUNGARIA HOME FOUNDATION

Members of the Board of Trustees

The Holcim Hungaria Home Foundation was established in 2005 by the Holcim Hungaria Corporation to promote hou-
sing for young and disadvantaged families by supporting local-government-owned programs involving housing const-
ruction for low-cost rentals. The foundation, in its 7 years of operation, has helped nearly five hundred people finding 
new homes thanks to supports valued at half a billion forints. It has built 157 home units in 33 settlements nationwide 
as well as a home for young mothers able to accommodate 25 persons and an office building suitable for police-related 
public service tasks.
 
www.holcimotthon.hu

RICHARd SkENE
CEO of Holcim, Northern Danube Region

I joined the board as the President and Ceo 
of Holcim Hungaria ltd. In my work with the 
foundation I have always done my best to 
underline responsible professionalism so I am 
particularly pleased that the final act of our 
operation has been to support a research pro-
ject whose supreme value lies precisely in pro-
fessional cooperation. I do not believe that the 
replan Project will end with this publication 
since with sufficient support the outcomes 
can move from the drawing board to practical 
implementation and serve as inspirations to 
people in the profession to keep coming up 
with new development ideas.

SáNdoR FEgyvERNEky
Hungary’s first National Chief Architect

When I was called upon to participate in the 
work of the foundation I was a deputy state 
secretary responsible for housing and construc-
tion issues. As an architectural engineer by 
profession and in practice I felt that I had the 
background and the motivation to do a good 
job. This was not my first involvement with 
charitable work. I founded an international or-
ganization aimed at charity work, so the spirit 
of the foundation was close to my heart. In my 
seven years of work with the organization I had 
the chance to expand the responsibilities of 
my position and my abilities into other fields, 
too. The positive feedback I received from the 
organizations I supported offered a great deal 
in the human sense, as did replan, which I was 
able to follow through its operation and see 
the birth of ideas and designs produced in co-
operation between professionals and multiple 
generations of participants.

ISTváN AgÓCS
President of the Holcim Foundation for 

Development of the Cement Factory Micro-region

Thanks to the efforts of the Holcim Hungaria 
Home Foundation, development projects 
that have enhanced Holcim name have been 
implemented in every region of the country. 
As a member of the board and as president 
of the Holcim Foundation for development 
of the Cement Factory micro-region, working 
together with my colleagues I undertook to 
assist the implementation of practical and 
tangible ideas. I think, that replan project 
concentrating on budapest dotted the ‘i’s by 
analyzing the professional and social effects 
on high scientific standards.
It was a joy to participate in this kind of work 
because people who have the confidence to 
develop are building the future.



JÓzSEF HEgEdüS
Executive Manager of the Városkutatás (Metropo-

litan Research Institute) Ltd. 

I have been interested in housing policy 
since the 1980s, and resolving social housing 
problems has always been a priority issue for 
városkutatás ltd. which has been offering 
research and counseling on the subject for 
the 25 years since I co.founded and began to 
co-manage it. I was delighted to participate 
in the Holcim Hungaria Home Foundation 
effort. The Holcim Hungaria Home Founda-
tion has been the most important NGo of 
the past ten years with regard to supporting 
subsidized housing for low-income fami-
lies. With this project it has undertaken a 
pioneering role in disseminating architectural 
and housing-sociology solutions that are 
committed to resolving social problems.

IRéN MáRTA
Executive Manager of the Holcim Hungaria Home 

Foundation

With its mere establishment the replan 
large-scale research program attained its 
first objective by bringing architects, econo-
mists, and sociologists together to seek out 
sustainable solutions to typical problems 
that impact tens of thousands of people 
nationwide. Inclusion of the diverse solutions 
resulting from the eight months of coopera-
tion in a study volume was the second tangi-
ble outcome which, we hope, will lead to the 
crowning achievement, the implementation 
of the plans.

FERENC vöRöS
Budapest University of Technology and Economics, 

Department of Building Construction

Professor Emeritus 

I think the Foundation made a good decision 
when it donated its sharply diminished funds 
to support research projects focused on 
supporting foundation goals with scientific 
means.
The research project has studied the buda-
pest housing situation from a variety of van-
tage points and the reconstruction proposals 
are aimed at designing buildings that remain 
viable on long term and that could become 
useful preliminary studies when shaping a 
new housing policy. The work of about fifty 
professionals and a large number of architec-
tural engineering students has thus been put 
to good use. I am particularly pleased that 
the budapest University of Technology was 
where this research took place.

évA JANkovITS CSER
Social policy advisor to the National Society of 

Large Families, retired architectural engineer

As an architectural engineer working in the 
leadership of the National Society of large 
Families (Noe), I have been concerned with 
the housing problems of families for the past 
20 years. This activity has required the ability 
to merge technical and social policy consid-
erations, a skill I was able to put to good use 
as a member of the board of the Holcim Hun-
garia Home Foundation representing Noe. 
This ability has also been at the core of the 
replan project. I myself live in a district that 
was once industrial and is now a rust belt. 
replan proposals could offer it a future.

MÓNI NEMESS  
Secretary of the Holcim Hungaria Home 

Foundation

As secretary of the foundation since 2005 I 
have had the opportunity to follow through 
on the implementation of numerous homes. 
I was delighted to participate in and support 
this unique project of professional coopera-
tion that has offered comprehensive solu-
tions to the residential and social problems 
of given areas of budapest. The urban 
development projects resulting from the 
effort could be implemented immediately. 
The replan project with its forward-pointing 
creative ideas could turn the neglected areas 
of budapest into colorful beauty-spots so it 
would be really good to see these ideas im-
plemented by actually bringing about these 
new homes in the near future.
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Tamás Perényi

Zoltán Páricsy

Katalin K. Theisler

ARCHITECTURE  
AND SOCIETY1
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ARCHITECTURE AND SOCIETY

Several thousand petroglyphs or engravings in the rocks of a northern 
Italian valley, val Camonica were discovered at the start of the past 
century. The majority of the glyphs are believed to have been drawn 
some 8,000 years ago although some are roman in origin. The pre-
historic rock carvings are the work of the Camunni people, who lived 
here up until roughly the 1st century A.d. The carvings portrayed the 
day-to-day lives of the population including hunting, farming, and re-
ligious rituals. A number of the drawings are of building construction. 
They show various types of residential structures, single story and 
multi-story buildings, and illustrate the various phases of construc-
tion including the lifting of beams, roof carpentry, repairs of gutters, 
and even floor replacement.

 
It may seem surprising that these non-godly activities were carved 
into the rock but for the Camunni people housing construction was 
in fact sacral.  The spiritual/religious leader of the village chose the 
building site, which had to be “at the center of the world,” measured 
from both celestial and geographic poles to locate the axis mundi. 
The houses were built for individuals and families but the construc-
tion process was a social event.

The community was founded on the belief that the building of the 
homes was a repetition of cosmic order, the creation of a micro-
cosmos. In his book “The Sacred and the Profane,” mircea elade refers 
to le Corbusier’s “machine to live in” by saying: “The house is not an 
object, a “machine to live in”; it is the universe that man constructs for 
himself by imitating the paradigmatic creation of the gods, the cos-
mogony. Every construction and every inauguration of a new dwelling 
is in some measure equivalent to a new beginning, a new life. And eve-
ry beginning repeats the primordial beginning, when the universe first 
saw the light of day. Even in modern societies, with their high degree 
of desacralization, the festivity and rejoicing that accompany settling 
in a new house still preserves the memory of the festival of exuberance 
that, long ago, marked the incipit vita nova.”

The profanation cited by eliade is an important aspect of human his-
tory and its route can be tracked through architecture. modern 20th 
century architecture is the last stop in the process, the point at which 
reason gained exclusivity. Construction of places to live rested on a 
combination of aesthetic and rational principles (function, structure, 
form, lighting, amount of sunlight, hygienic equipment, prefabrica-
tion possibilities, etc.) which brought about a huge improvement in 
the standards of the residences but also created a sense of loss. The 
ambitious plans also called for transforming the structure of cities. 
The set up new neighborhoods with the houses separated from one 
another and surrounded by green areas, thus losing the traditional 
proportions of streets and spaces. The amount of sunlight reach-
ing the residences was high in all cases, but no one enjoyed walk-
ing among the new buildings. The zoning, the division of the urban 
neighborhood functions was rational but it put an end to the basic 
characteristics of the city: integration, variations, diversity, and a 
fast-beating pulse. béla Hamvas’s concerns became palpable: “Tradi-
tion treated the founding of Earthly cities and building within them as 
highly significant. One could not build a city anywhere, at any time, or 
in any way. The Greek poleis were constructed based on the same intel-
lectual laws as the Mexican cities...

At first the city was in the heavens, meaning that it was an incorporeal 
spiritual archetype, and the angels, meaning the spiritual forces taught 
the first humans to build cities. Because building a city is not a hit-
or-miss project. A city is a manifestation of the order of values of the 
world and therefore the law of city-building cannot be circumvented. 
When one tries to build without knowing and obeying these laws, one 
can pile up stones in one place but the stones do not mean that a city 
has been built. The spiritual forces have told man the secret of building 
and every city has a single secret of its own, just as every human has.

The city is the venue where the universal human community is realized 
but it really is not a place. Instead it is a harmonic, aware, and open 
unity of a multi-part musical phrase. This is why it was said in Me-
dieval times that the city is marked not by the Father and not by the 
Son but by the Holy Spirit. It is not marked by the Creator, not by the 
Redeemer and Sustainer, but by the renewed rise and unification of a 
world that has sunken and broken apart, marked by the final resolution 
to existence. 

The city is a body: a reintegrated community, the body of a multitude 
that has returned to unity, which has separated itself from the mate-
rial world and is closed on all sides, remaining upon only toward the 
heavens” (Scientia Sacra).

José ortega y Gasset (The revolt of the masses) also views the build-
ing of cities as a basic feature of the evolvement of the human com-
munity. “Antique man clearly turns his back on the countryside, on 
nature. How is this possible? How can man leave the soil? Where can 
he go when nature is the entire world, infinity itself? Very simple: he 

Petroglyphs from Val Camonica

Reconstructed drawings from Val Camonica
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surrounds a piece of soil with a wall and contrasts it with the shapeless 
space surrounded by infinity, creating something finite....A foothold 
of revolutionary soil which has broken away from the great mother, 
becoming a distinctly new space. On it man creates a purely human 
kingdom after breaking off all community with the world of flora and 
fauna”.

The intellectual trends of the latter half of the 20th century have 
tried to remedy the feelings of inadequacy created by modernism, but 
most outcomes were merely formal. The new neighborhoods were 
unable to organically connect to the fabric of a centuries old city, and 
most of the new components of the city cores remained strangers to 
the old environment. Transportation, primarily constantly increasing 
automobile transportation, created hard-to-bear noise and pollution. 
Thus, urban existence lost much of its intellectual content and migra-
tion to the still livable zones surrounding the cities began.

In recent decades cities have been at the center of varied debates as 
the nubs of global problems. The brundtland report of 1987 and the 
rio summit of 1992 equally sought sustainability. There have been 
numerous studies on the possible futures of the cities of the devel-
oped and developing worlds, but the sometimes sudden changes that 
actually took place in the cities failed to adhere to the theories.

The research projects in this book do not offer global strategies. 
They make no effort to offer comprehensive solutions to the prob-
lems of our cities. They offer no data on our metropolises and no 
overall graphs. Instead, the researchers, architects, sociologists, and 
economists have made concrete proposals focused on six budapest 
neighborhoods, all of which have been listed as crisis zones. Com-
pared to the scale of the entire city these interventions are minor. 
They are geared to creating a more livable environment for the people 
living there. Their point of departure was not architecture, and was 
not even the city. It was simply the person, the human being. They 
sought answers to matters of social living or suggested some form of 
communal living to resolve problems (See: Katalin Theisler’s discus-
sion of cohousing, in the box). They endeavored to prove that dense 
construction could be a realistic alternative to single family home 
building which is creating an increasingly large footprint, and they 
sought real opportunities to resolve the problems of housing estates 
built with prefabrication technologies. Sustainability was a primary 
concern for all the architectural proposals made (See: Zoltán Páricsy’s 
article inside the box). 
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Cohousing (communal housing)

Cohousing is a way of living in which residents are guided by joint goals and interests, and use the power of community cooperation to 
develop their living conditions and living environment. residents voluntarily and consciously choose to live in a community with one 
another, establishing common spaces, tasks, and activities of their own choosing that they share with one another.

Cohousing originated in denmark in the 1960s when young people strove to evolve a new way of living that countered social and urban 
isolation. They wanted to establish a sustainable way of living that combined the advantages of urban life with the community relations 
of the villages of old – sustaining democratic operation and taking advantage of development opportunities. The outcome was suburban 
cohousing, which eventually spread to downtown areas as well. (kathryn mcCamant and Charles durrett, 2011)
 
International professional literature defines cohousing with the following six points:
1. residents participate in the operation and the decision making processes
2. The establishment or reconstruction of the building is based on the design of the whole community
3. Cohousing includes both private and community facilities
4. The internal affairs of the house and community life are managed together
5. The decision-making structure is not hierarchic
6. There is no community of financial assets
 
Common intellectual capital also promotes the realization of goals. Cohousing residents typically place a strong emphasis on sustainability. 
“Sharing economy, sharing social goods, sharing environment” are the three pillars of sustainability; and cohousing inhabitants provide a 
practical example of this through sharing their space, infrastructure, and time.

Cohousing could be realized on various levels. There are shared spaces even in the average condominiums, which is level one. level two 
involves having more common spaces than minimally necessary, such as a shared sauna and/or community room. level three is an arrange-
ment where private spaces can only be approached through a community space, which is deliberately designed to allow people to meet one 
another and prompts them to stick around. level four is when the private spaces of residents are not complete apartments in the traditional 
sense; for instance, there is only a shared kitchen. The model design presented by Team 1 in this volume shows a level two cohousing ar-
rangement; while the one presented by Team 6 shows a level four arrangement.

There is no real cohousing in Hungary at present, although many people have been considering creating a community home. There are many 
embryonic forms – village communities, student dormitories, shared rentals, semi-detached houses, building communities – but the miskolc 
Collective House, built in 1970, is not only an outstanding example, but is also highly appreciated by designers for its architectural value.

Cohousing in Trudeslund
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Sustainability in the Replan projects

All studies and designs presented in this book and the entire spirit of the teamwork the effort entailed were fundamentally defined by an 
attitude of trying to find reasonable architectural and social answers to the questions of our current world, intertwined with crises. The 
focus on sustainability and its inclusion in our day-to-day thinking is indispensable. In order to put this idea and its related tools to good 
use, we must clarify a few basic concepts.

The current economic and social changes, or at least the ones prescribed by the West, the world’s self-appointed paragon, are entirely 
unsustainable; they are harmful, and in every sense can only lead to destruction. Therefore, changes must occur in all fields, at the same 
time, along well-established rational strategies. Here we mean a paradigm shift for which it is insufficient to investigate and develop 
separate sub-fields (such as energy). What we need is a comprehensive transformation of the built and natural environment and of all 
strata of society. We do have models for this, since up until the 17th century, quantitative thinking was not dominant; the principle of 
dividing things into mathematical bits was not the exclusive rationality; and neither was considering “the whole” on the decline.

It is important to realize that while business is essentially focused on profit which is its most important measure of success, the sustain-
able approach is exactly the opposite. most of all, sustainability seeks moderation and the return of humanity to its rightful place, which 
is its precondition. This is the only way of thinking in terms of a long-term healthy life (in the physical, biological, natural, psychological, 
and spiritual senses alike), of healthy living spaces in architecture and the world at large. This does not preclude applying rational and 
economic solutions in a given situation – merely that it cannot exclusively be a business goal.

Socially conscious architecture

Socially conscious architecture, or architects assuming social responsibility, is a relatively new school of architecture originating from 
the most developed countries that has been gaining prominence in the past few decades, and it has already spread to middle income 
countries as well – including Hungary. It emphasizes the social responsibility of designers and architects: the movement’s key goal is to 
build for lower income – even the poorest – social groups, while also observing the aesthetic and sustainability criteria of high quality 
architecture.

Socially minded architects of the West often launch projects in Third World countries besides responding to social issues at home. rural 
Studio of the United States focuses on designing safe, well-constructed and inspirational homes for low income persons on the so-called 
“black belt” of the Southern United States. Asa Studio, on the other hand, was established by european architects, and implements its 
projects in rwanda. Francis kéré of burkina Faso designed a school and a library for his home village, while the German Anna Heringer 
prepared the plans of a school in bangladesh. besides being socially minded, environmental sustainability and the inclusion of local 
communities are also crucial.  The homes or community buildings renovated or created in the process must be adapted to the needs and 
resources of the local community in order to find the most adequate solutions, possibly with the utilization of local human and material 
resources.

Socially conscious architects in middle income countries dispose of more limited financial means, and accordingly have a tighter focus on 
their closer surroundings or region.

The activities of Holcim Hungaria Home Foundation follow the principles of this school. In the past years, the Foundation provided finan-
cial support to local municipalities to help expand their rental housing stock. The awarded support could be used to turn non-residential 
premises (workers’ homes or barracks) into affordable residential rental units. The project plans presented in this volume also strove to 
practice socially conscious architecture: the goal of some of the working groups was to conceive architectural solutions for low income or 
marginalized residential areas, in a way that is adequate for the needs and possibilities of their inhabitants, but is also innovative from 
an architectural point of view.





Adrienne Csizmady 

Dezső Ekler

József Hegedüs 

BUDAPEST’S  
SOCIAL AND SPATIAL 
STRUCTURE2
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Although finding one’s way through the historically configured and 
constantly changing structure of a metropolis is no easy matter, we do 
have certain pegs to rely on in describing the prominent features. one 
scheme might be its socio-spatial system of the city (ekler, Hegedüs, 
and Tosics, 1980) which is similar to the rings of a tree in that experts 
can read them and identify the factors (which in a city are the economic 
and political regimes) that have influenced its growth and features. The 
location of a given neighborhood within the structure of the rings and 
sectors of a city is a major determinant of the quality of residences, liv-
ing conditions, and residential structures.

on first approach, budapest’s socio-spatial structure can be broken 
down into four major zones: the Inner City, the transitional sector, the 
outer zone, and a unique form of internal suburb – the hills of buda 
(Figure 1.). These four basic regions were determined by obvious his-
torical factors over the past two centuries in which the city developed 
into a metropolis:
•	The	Inner City is actually made up of the entire area that until 1950 

went up to the city line. The 19th century city of multi-story rental 
housing was exceedingly dense up until this line;
•	Today’s	transitional sector was a sparsely built-in external zone up 

until 1950; 
•	The	outer zone was a belt of impoverished settlements outside the 

administrative limit of the city. These settlements were attached to 
budapest in 1950;
•	The	Buda hills was successfully protected by an exceptional ecologi-

cal situation and unique geography, and to this day its low-rise con-
struction has been reserved for higher-status residents.

Figure 1: The overall zones of Budapest [basic structure]

The past half-century has altered this basic structure by adding two 
new zones (Figure 2.):
•	 The	“zones”	of	housing	estates:	its	inner	part	were	constructed	in	

an inner belt within the transitional sector, typically in the 1960s 
and 1970s, while an outer housing estate belt was constructed in 
the outer zone in the 1970s and 1980s.;

•	 The	agglomeration	belt,	which	mushroomed	around	the	city	in	the	
1990s and 2000s.

Figure 2 : Budapest’s socio- 

spatial system

budapest’s regional-spatial system differs from other cities because 
of two factors, one geographical and one historical. Noting these dif-
ferences is vital to understanding the urban structure of the city.
•	 The	development	of	the	city	structure	was	a	combination	of	the	

concentric circles (burgess) and the sector model (Hoyt), but it 
was modified by the river of duna which goes through the city. 
The neighborhoods in immediate proximity to the river are always 
more valuable than those that are farther away (riverside zone).

•	 The	late	19th	century	and	the	dramas	of	World	War	I	had	the	heavi-
est impact on the structure/character of budapest. The period of 
growth that had been comparatively smooth until that time was 
interrupted. The city instead began to grow outside of its public ad-
ministration limits and to spread out in a rural manner, leaving the 
transitional sector empty, as a quasi vacuum. This pattern repeated 
itself after 1990 when residents moved beyond the outer zone and 
the outer zone was more or less abandoned as the transitional sec-
tor had been in the earlier era. 

The socio-spatial system of budapest outlined here (compare this 
with Figure 2.) not only illustrates the physical and spatial interac-
tions but also the differing spatial locations of the social groups, as 
we shall see later on. 

The social and spatial structure of Budapest has been
shaped by successive economic and political regimes,
multiple models of urban management, the population
shifts triggered by internal and external migration, and
a variety of housing policy measures. 

Outer zone

Buda hills zone

Inner City

Transitional sector

Zone running along 
the Danube

Source: Ekler, Hegedüs and Tosics 1980.

Border the inner zone till 1950

Present city border

Buda hill zone

Inner city zone

Transitional zone

Housing estates, zone I.

Housing estates, zone II.

Outer sector / zone

City border till 1950
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HISTORICAL URBAN LAYERS

At the turn of the 19th/20th centuries, the inner city’s development 
was as dynamic as that of contemporary Chicago. Speculative hous-
ing construction in keeping with free competition and laissez faire 
capitalism was the typical mode, offering (“cheap”) housing to the 
masses of people with little money who were flooding into the city. 
This type of housing was well below the quality expectations of the 
era. We can clearly observe the construction process, which formed 
an outward moving ring that continued unabated into the early years 
of the 20th century. Industry, meanwhile, was driven to the outskirt 
settlements. The masses, failing to find satisfactory housing in the 
city, put pressure on what was then the outer industrial zones (Óbuda 
and kőbánya) and the settlements going up outside the city of that 
time (Újpest, Csepel, budafok). The period also marked the appear-
ance of suburban villages in what had been farming and recreational 
communities (békásmegyer, rákosszentmihály, rákoskeresztúr, 
Pestszentlőrinc and the like), where urban workers with less money 
spiked a demand for cheap plots. That led to the building of low-
cost low quality single-family housing in areas essentially lacking in 
infrastructure, reproducing the villages for all intents and purposes. 
(Figure 3). This was the time when workers’ colony housing was built 
near industrial areas and transportation lines, since the transport 
technology of the time did not allow significant distances between 
workplace and residence. 

The pace of speculative tenement house construction slowed before 
World War I. The lack of capital for development and of solvent de-
mand led to the building in of areas that were cheap albeit further 

from the city and from jobs. The pre-WWI era of laissez faire private 
rental housing was completely halted by rent controls introduced 
between 1914 and 1916. Since that time neither private capital nor 
private rental housing construction have played any significant role in 
the budapest housing construction market. 

A housing shortage was one of the most significant urban policy is-
sues of the Interwar period. An important component of the problem 
was demographic pressure, and within that the need to resolve the 
livelihood and housing problems of a middle class that moved into 
Hungary proper after the Treaty of Trianon lopped off significant out-
er regions of the country. With the exception of two major develop-
ment projects (Újlipótváros and lágymányos) the urban structure re-
mained pretty much as before. A boom triggered by preparations for 
war forced the government to intervene as of 1938 or so, which led to 
the building of tiny apartments often viewed as transitional housing, 
primarily in the transitional sector and often near to factories (making 
war materials), taking advantage of lands owned by the Hungarian 
State railways, which was government property, to build on.

Table 1 offers a timeline of the main components of the various 
economico-political regimes (economic development, the urban insti-
tutional systems, and housing policy) and the type of the demographic 
pressure that made up the urbanization of the given period.  Still, 
factors other than the ones in the table, such as interventions by the 
economico-political regimes of the given periods (zoning codes, rent 
control, etc.), have also influenced the city’s socio-spatial structure. 

A process of development similar to that of late 19th century cities in US

Source: Ekler, Hegedüs and Tosics 1980.

The development of the outer zone between 1900 and 1920

Figure 3. Growth of the city and the evolvement of the outer belt at the turn of the 19/20th centuries 

Residential
Industrial
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Time

main facTors of The economico-poliTical regime
populaTion numbers 

and demographic  
pressureeconomic development

public administration,  
urban planning, transport

housing policy regimes, 
interventions

1867-1899 rapid industrialization, lais-
sez faire capitalism, cheap 
labor, Austro-Hungarian 
banks funded  industrializa-
tion and housing construc-
tion primarily using foreign 
capital

Twin capitals of the monarchy 
deem urban and infrastruc-
tural development a priority 
issue, 200,000 home units 
constructed using private 
capital

Free market, private rental 
housing hits peak with non-
segregated houses and 
neighborhoods with inner 
courtyards/walkways

dynamic growth in popula-
tion; population triples in 30 
years, middle class grows, 
hires maids, working class 
grows by one-third, slum 
housing 

1900-1919 economic development hits 
bottleneck, rental housing 
slows, private capital leaves 
housing construction with 
war

Political crises, welfare 
movements get stronger, 
housing becomes political 
problem and gov’t task as 
war begins

rent conflicts, evictions, 
mass subleasing and room/
bed sub-rental system, rent 
control introduced (1914–16), 
which halts private rental 
housing construction

Population grows stead-
ily, migrants and refugees, 
masses of lower middle 
class and working class set-
tle outside the city limits (in 
the current outer zone)

1920-1945 economic growth slows 
post-Trianon (1919), global 
depression, but impending 
war picks up business, giving 
state capitalism a boost; 
rental and condominium 
housing construction start 
up again in the mid 1930s

Absence of cooperation 
between budapest and ag-
glomeration; development 
of tram, light rail, and bus 
lines, portions of buda begin 
to be built in 

little low-income housing 
is built compared to the 
West; private construction 
is forced to play major role, 
rental housing supported 
with tax subsidies, and 
condominium construction 
gets underway. 

200,000 refugees caused by 
Trianon. Though natural pro-
liferation slows, the middle 
class moves into the inner 
city of budapest while the 
lower middle class and blue 
collar workers move into the 
outskirts

1946-1989 Central planning replaces 
capitalist model, with forced 
industrialization. From 
1960s onward more liberal 
models are introduced. Pro-
duction investments have 
priority. Income differences 
are reduced among the 
population, excluding the 
political elite.

With creation of Greater bu-
dapest, city management is 
centralized. Transportation, 
housing construction and 
basic infra-structure remain 
primary concerns. Zone 
management is limited by 
institutional interests

Socialist housing system is 
built up, state takes control 
of housing market, concen-
trated housing construction 
zones are chosen (housing 
estates), housing is financed 
through government monies 
and credit, but a significant 
portion becomes privately 
owned nevertheless. 

Industrialization speeds up 
the population inflow into 
the city. First generation 
workers and intellectu-
als move to budapest and 
although in 1956 the city 
loses 100,000 residents, 
demographic pressures and 
a housing shortage persist 
into the 1980s.

1990-2014 economic regime change 
financed by foreign capital, 
liberal economic and trade 
policy, boom in office 
building construction. 
economic growth rate drops 
in early 1990s, becomes 
stabilized by 2000, again 
begins to grow, with 
growth ended by 2008 
economic downturn. Social 
inequalities increase

Absence of cooperation 
between budapest and 
agglomeration, high level 
of autonomy in budapest 
districts. Car use increases, 
m0 ring construction gets 
underway, but city transport 
network unable to handle 
increased traffic.  

Free market with gov’t 
controls (credit, privatiza-
tion, legal framework, active 
housing policy after 2000), 
2008 downturn seriously 
hurts middle class, and free 
market housing is often the 
sole alternative. 

Population declines na-
tionwide. loss is of one 
million, offset by 350,000 
immigrants from Hungarian 
ethnic groups in neighboring 
countries. rapid suburbani-
zation in 1990s, with dif-
ferent influences on zones 
of city. Suburbanization 
slows down after 2000 and 
so does the decline in the 
urban population.

The major phases of development into a metropolis, 1867-2014 
Table 1
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The ring-like structure of urban development was determined by 
developments moving outwards from the Inner City, and it clearly 
reflects changes in demographics and in housing construction in the 
various neighborhoods and time frames (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Dominant areas of housing construction and population growth, 1870–2011

Source: Central Statistical Office (KSH), and own editing  

After World War II housing construction in budapest was essentially 
limited to two housing estate zones (Preisich 1998). The first timeline 
was 1951 to 1969 when housing estates were built in the transitional sec-
tor. Then, when suitable tracts of land started running out, most estate 
housing was built in the outer zone. Finally, on political pressure, housing 
estates were also built in the small towns of the agglomeration (such as 
budaörs and Szentendre). most typical of the Inner City in early period 
was shared apartments or apartments that were divided into multi-fam-
ily units, while the political elite occupied the homes in the villa district 
of buda and the better Inner City apartments that had belonged to the 
upper middle class. Neglect of the Inner City rental units accelerated the 
deterioration of the housing stock although starting in the 1980s tenants 
began their own spontaneous housing-update projects (they upgraded 
heating and built and improved bathrooms) which improved the conveni-
ence level of the rental sector. Although urban rehabilitation programs 
actually got underway in the latter half of the 1980s, they were halted 
with the regime change of 1989/90 (lichtenberger, Cséfalvay and Paal 
1995, locsmándi 2000).  The outer zones of the city, where single fam-
ily construction was dominant, no longer underwent any development, 
while the old town centers deteriorated as their functions were shifted 
to the housing estates constructed in their vicinity. The ambitious middle 
strata focused primarily on a new type of condominium in the buda con-
dominium region, sometimes affecting the housing estates by reinvest-
ing subsidies obtained there. The dual mobility phenomenon (Hegedüs 
and Tosics 1982, Hegedüs 2001) also impacted the lower income families 
living in the housing estates, as they shifted residence to the cheaper ag-
glomeration settlements.
There were many features specific to the internal development of each of 
the zones despite the common history. Additionally, we must not ignore 
the differences in the socio-economic statuses of the people who moved 
from one neighborhood to another in response to politically motivated land 

zoning and division, triggering major development differences. Neverthe-
less, the overall zones we have outlined still feature all the dominant char-
acteristics and positions described earlier. (Csanádi and ladányi 1992)
An analysis of the major complexes clearly showed that the system of 
sectors and zones reflected serious socio-spatial inequalities by 1990 
(kovács 2005). The status of the condominium housing in the buda 
hills remained unquestionably high. The lower status areas were in the 
Inner City zones of Pest or were limited to sporadically located portions 
of the transitional and outer zones. (Figure 5). A look at the demo-
graphics and education level of the population suggested that the Inner 
City was poorer in status and the housing estates were better off.

Figure 5. The socio-spatial structure of Budapest at the time of the regime change 

– the location of the zones of Budapest showing the deciles in the highest and lo-

west statuses, 1990 (red=high, blue=low)    Source: Csanádi et al. 2010. M1.1 Map

The era of privatization that began in the latter half of the 1980s and 
accelerated after the regime change reduced the number of rental proper-
ties owned by local governments from 800,000 to 50,000. In the Inner 
City, the ratio of government owned housing to privately owned units was 
turned head over heels. In 1990 fully 80.4 percent of the home units were 
the property of the central or local government while in 2001 private own-
ership accounted for 82 percent. In the zones where the housing estates 
wee located, at the time of the regime change half of units were privately 
owned and half were government property. As of 2001 only 6.2 percent 
remained the property of local governments as rentals. (Figure 6).

Figure 6.: Tenure structure in various zones of Budapest 1990–2001 (%) 

Source: Central Statistical Office (KSH) Censuses 1990 and 2001; Micro-census 1996.
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DOMINANT FEATURES AND CONFLICTS OF THE 
DIFFERENT ZONES 

Inner City

Most of Budapest’s Inner City had started to take shape during the 
latter half of the 19th century and the structure was completed in the 
Interwar era. To this day, its history has defined its spatial location, 
streets, the quality of its buildings and housing, and to an extent, 
the socio-demographic composition of its residents. zoning policies, 
which defined the nature of interventions into the various neighbor-
hoods, underwent major changes under the various political regimes.

The period between 1867 and 1899 was unique and not only because 
of quantitative growth (40,000-60,000 home units were built per 
decade in a city with a population of 500,000 to 800,000). but the re-
ally unique feature was the collective laissez faire market which made 
it possible to build the portions of the Inner City that gives the city its 
identity and continued attraction. The 200,000 home units built along-
side the hallmark public building construction of the Twin Capitals that 
were so important to the monarchy, were essentially privately funded. 
Privately owned rental housing was built as private investments on 
private land in hopes of profits. The speculative construction which 
continued unabated until 1900 and only then began to slow down, was 
designed to yield a maximum profit from the plots. Steady demand for 
housing for decade after decade had promised unlimited profits.   

The significance of temporary rent control (between 1914 and 1916), 
which put an end to profitable investments in private rental housing 
construction by freezing rents and banning evictions, did away with 
investor willingness to build, and with that it ended Inner City devel-
opment.

Slums to house workers went up in the transitional sector near the 
factories in the Interwar era. Poverty was abject, and a housing short-
age was alleviated only by up-to-date construction of rental proper-
ties in the Inner City, primarily in Újlipótváros and lágymányos, where 
rent control was briefly suspended and tax concessions were offered 
to builders.

Nationalization triggered new and radical changes to the Inner city, 
bringing in central rent controls and housing management based 
on social principles. There were forced evictions/exiles, leading to 
rapid changes in residents. Shared rental units and the division of 
apartments intended to hold a single family into multi-family units 
significantly changed the housing of the Inner City.  The buildings 
never underwent organized renovations even though pre-war analy-
ses had already pointed out the need for urban rehab. At the same 
time, starting with the 1970s, the majority of these apartments did 
undergo interior upgrades (the building or renovations of bathrooms, 
introduction of gas heating).



economic and political restrictions were lifted with the regime change 
and the unique contradiction of the Inner City became obvious: an ex-
ceptionally well-located region within the city with potentially high land 
prices was filled with obsolete structures and housing that was well be-
low modern requirements. A fight broke out among the involved actors 
(central government, local governments, private owners, tenants, inves-
tors, builders) to harvest the potential advantages (the rental price gap) 
and divide the spoils (Hegedüs 2006). The process became even more 
complicated with housing privatization, which ignored the fact that the 
tenants had very little money available for the maintenance and upkeep 
of the home units although they might perhaps be able to buy them.
market and investor strategies quickly restructured the Inner City and initi-
ated clearly visible flows. The outcome was three zones in Pest and buda.

First we need to speak of district Five (v), which bears the “downtown” 
function.  Its population has declined radically since 1990 and the value of 
the properties has skyrocketed. There are a limited selection of shops and 
offices, and high prices have driven the service providers into the zone 
between the two ring boulevards. In addition, the latter neighborhood 
became a target of the adult children of families that had moved to the 
agglomeration and of students coming in from the countryside to attend 
college (“Studentification” in the vicinity of the universities).
The second is the highly heterogeneous region, made up of the portions 
of districts Six, Seven, eight, and Nine located between the two inner 
ring boulevards. In theory, this is a region undergoing typical gentrifica-
tion, where well-capitalized or potentially high income groups triggered 
a demand that sparked a process of reconstruction. The consequence 
should be that lower income groups are being pushed outwards, but it 
looks as though this is happening differently, or more slowly, in buda-
pest. one factor is the absence of a broad middle class able to move into 
the significant portions of the Inner City undergoing renovation, and 
another – related – factor is that commercial gentrification is leading the 
pack. The outcome is a growing servicing function in the area which has 
led to the evolvement of “thematic quarters” – sometimes spontane-
ously and sometimes as flows supported by urban planning – such as the 
“ruin pubs” of Inner-elizabethville, the “budapest broadway” of Central 
Theresaville, and the Palace Quarter which provides services to the stu-
dents attending the surrounding universities (Csanádi et al. 2010)
The third unit is made up of the outer regions of the zone. but, here too, 
we need to distinguish between two components. one is the portions of 
districts Thirteen, Six, and Seven between the outer of the two inner ring 
boulevards and Izabella and rottenbiller Streets, as well as a few streets 
in district Nine outside of the outer of the inner rings. The other consists 
of the zone beyond this one, out to Hungaria ring, the outermost ring, 
and the portion of district eight within the outer of the inner rings. The 
differences can be illustrated by statistics and also form parts of the 
mental maps of the city dwellers. This is where the residential function, 
pushed out of the Inner City by the service functions, is finding a place, 
and which in turn is displacing the lower status population, pushing it 
more outward still. The area has “enclaves” of higher and of lower sta-
tus than their surroundings (ladányi 2008) such as the neighborhoods 
around renovated spaces (Hunyadi Square which has been upgraded, 
Almássy Square which is steadily improving and mátyás Square, which 
has remained low status).

Transitional sector 

 
The transitional sector is closely linked to urban growth. The initial de-
velopment dynamics date from the time when the industrial and trans-
portation organization functions were pushed out of the Inner City and 
into the transitional sector. In the first half of the last century, indus-
trial development forced housing estates of mixed social composition 
to locate near to the industrial facilities because of the high cost and 
low development level of transport. (This was typical of the industrial 
facilities and settlements around them outside of the city limits, too.)  
At the same time, land areas left unoccupied by industrial facilities 
were open to housing, which can be clearly seen in the spread of lá-
gymányos and the building in of Zugló, both supported by a transport 
network. both areas offered a quality residential environment compa-
rable to the Inner City, and this was where the modern housing configu-
ration of the era, the condominium, first made its appearance (1924).  
often the government subsidized housing construction of the Interwar 
era was concentrated on government owned land (e.g.: land owned by 
the railroad máv). As far as residential function is concerned, residen-
tial buildings near industrial areas or connected to railway junctions lost 
value after the regime change and became homes for families with the 
lowest financial status. This process was also true for residential areas 
near industrial facilities in the outer zone. (Figure 7).
 

Figure 7. Mixed (Industrial/residential) and residential  

areas in the transitional zone 

This zone has some unusual neighborhoods that have attracted a 
better off population than its neighbors. Wekerle-Station is one of 
these. It has come into style over the past decade as a popular resi-
dential area for younger intellectuals. There are also several other 
smaller enclaves, and positive changes are underway in some of the 
neighborhoods being built up most recently. 
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Buda-Hills

The hills of buda are an exceptional feature of the city. The hills 
have taken shape as a residential area for single family homes and 
condominiums (Figure 8). Although it is an organic part of the city 
it differs sharply from the other parts, not only in its architecture 
but also in the social composition of its residents. The region was 
originally a series of hillsides known for agriculture and viticulture 
which became an inexhaustible reserve for real estate from the time 
budapest began to evolve as a major city until very recently. The 
hills and the exceptional regional ecology have been successful in 
protecting the region, forcing low-rise well-spaced construction that 
became the preserve of the privileged. The tool used to this day to 
retain the housing quality of the region is the comparatively large 
minimum plot-size required by law. The minimum plot was 1,000 
quadrates (almost 3,600 square meters) until 1921, when it was 
reduced to 300 quadrates (1,079 m2), a size the rest of the city had 
adopted much earlier.

before World War I the hills were used primarily for summer cottag-
es but in the Interwar era a growing number of permanent homes 
were built here. However, in 1941 the area contained only 25 percent 
of the residences found here in 1970. A mass movement into the 
area began in the late 1960s when government loans made subsi-
dized condominium construction possible. This marked the start of 
a condominium construction wave, which got its second wind in the 
early 1980s when large regions were rezoned and laws made build-
ing easier. The condominiums being built for higher status and more 
highly educated residents were typically through private transac-
tions. Initially, they were organized by the groups planning to live in 
them but later involved business ventures. In many spots the slopes 
were built in with a density reminiscent of urban proximities, taking 
up all possible buildable space up until the regime change. buda’s 
highest status zones retained their position after the political re-
gime change. In fact, they have expanded and are slowly spilling 
over into formerly greenbelt areas including nature conservation 
zones 

The residential function of real estate continues to dominate the 
buda condominium zones. most recently the buildings have gotten 
closer together but even with this, the population density is the 
lowest in the city. one probable reason is a clearly smooth connec-
tion with the inner neighborhoods of buda that provide the services 
it needs.
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Housing estate zones     

The housing estates are typical of the transitional and outer zones. Their 
location within the urban structure, their housing composition, and the 
special housing policies of housing-estate construction (such as demoli-
tion preceding the building) influenced the social composition of the 
first residents to move in, which in turn stamped the social status of 
the estate for all time. Two belts of housing estates were built following 
socialist housing policy decisions. In the 1950s and 1960s there were build 
primarily in the inner city and transitional sector, while the huge prefab 
housing projects of the 1970s were “forced” into the outer zone.
Up until the mid-1980s the privately built apartments had a hard time 
competing with the convenience level of the prefab units with district 
heating (excepting, of course, the buda condominiums built in the in-
ternal suburbanization campaign). The newness of the housing estate 
apartments and their different character came from their internal spac-
ing and convenience level, but those advantages began to lose their 
impact soon after they were built. According to the Central Statistical 
office, in 1980, while 97 percent of the housing estate homes had at 
least a kitchen and toilet and the figure for non-estate homes was 67 
percent, by 1990 the convenience level for the condominiums and resi-
dences built in recreational zones had increased.  by 2001 a significant 
portion of the old home units had been renovated and the convenience 
levels enhanced. This further reduced the “advantages” of the estate 
apartments. by 2011, the myth of a “comfortable housing estate apart-
ment” that had dominated the 1970s was long gone.
In the 1970s and 1980s, the populace of the housing estates was 
younger than the average for the city. While many people treated this 
form of housing as a temporary solution, housing market prices often 
kept them in place for decades. The populace of the housing estates 
built in the 1950s and 1960s grew old together with their homes. Today 
retirees dominate the scenery instead of young people with baby car-
riages. The populations here are likely to undergo a more rapid change 
in the coming ten years since with their high proportion of small apart-
ments the housing estates could become popular for students and for 
people choosing it as a first (temporary) home. (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Demographic specifics of prefab and non-prefab housing estates (%) 

Source: Central Statistical Office Census 1990. Reported in 2001: Csanádi et al. 2010.

Following the regime change the physical and social differences be-
tween the various housing estates appeared in their prices on the real 
estate market, and the housing estate zone was divided into three 
status groups. The worst is made up of the prefab units in poor urban 
structural positions, places where the first signs of deterioration into 
slums are visible. one segment of the gated condominium communi-
ties appearing after 2002 essentially repackaged the prefab units into 
21st century dress and became a major competitor to them. To most 
residents of prefab housing (75%) a move to a gated community 
condominium is a necessary component of a rise on the social ladder, 
offering a lifestyle similar to the housing estate but lacking the “stig-
ma,” it symbolizes the real or imagined status of a family (Csizmady 
2008). With the economic downturn of 2008, the real estate market 
tanked for a significant portion of the housing estates. Although in 
the past few decades the physical environment of the prefab units 
has undergone change (windows and doors are being replaced, and 
heat regulation is improving) the upgrades are insufficient to coun-
terbalance the downhill slide on the real estate market. In recent 
years a threefold difference has appeared between the housing es-
tates in the best and worst positions. At the same time, sales among 
them have slowed less than elsewhere. The situation now appears to 
be stabilizing with a trend observable since 2000 in which young peo-
ple and families who are not particularly moneyed choose the cheaper 
and smaller apartments for their first homes. Whether they merely 
rent them or buy them outright, these apartments appear to be a 
satisfactory alternative.

Table 2: Mean prices of the most expensive and cheapest housing estates in 

Budapest 

Most expensive  1000 HUF/m2

bp. XI., lágymányosi estate 265
bp. XI., mezőkövesd Street estate 241
bp. XIv., kerepesi Ave estate 234
bp. III., Pók Street estate 226
bp. XIv., egressy road estate 215
budaörsi estate 201

Cheapest                    1000 HUF/m2

bp. XXI., Csepel town center estate 145
bp. X., Pongrác road–Csilla Street estate 132
bp. XX., Pesterzsébet town center estate 130
bp. X., Újhegyi estate 126
bp. XvIII., Havanna estate 125

Source: OTP Mortgage Bank. National Tax Office. Portfolio

Note: The table includes not only prefab housing estates but all housing estates 

where there were a tangible number of transactions in 2013–2014 at any loca-

tion in the estate, street by street.
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1990 2001 2011

1990 2001 2011

16,2 23,7 26,320 11,4 11,4

13,3 18,7 22,921,5 12,9 11,8
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Figure 10. Neighborhood types in the outer zone in the second half of the 20th century
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20th century budapest did not develop along the same lines as most of 
its european contemporaries. It might even be termed a huge village, 
having given up dense urban construction and instead grown outwards 
beyond its borders (2013a, 2013b). So, suburbanization might be the 
most important issue in the contemporary history of the city. The exist-
ence and shape of the outer districts hint at the genetic disorders of the 
city, at the fact that it is too densely populated on the inside and too 
sparsely on the outside.

The outer zone of classic 19th century budapest evolved between 1890 
and the 1940s, as the poor cousin of the de facto city, located outside the 
city limits. The masses of people migrating to the city were unable to find 
suitable housing within the city so they settled outside of it and tried to 
live the lives of budapest residents. In the decades preceding World War I 
the city’s urbanization slowed down and the agglomerates tended to grow 
instead (people moving towards the city did not cross the city limits but 
stopped in the settlements surrounding it). The war and economic depres-
sion which followed turned this into a mass venture that became the rule 
rather than the exception. Today’s outer zones are the products of these 
forced settlements outside the city in the first half of the 20th century. The 
large ring of villages surrounding budapest conserves a unique social loss: 
a lifestyle of poverty in which people are deprived of urban services and 
comforts. Today, nearly the same numbers of people live in the single fam-
ily homes of the outer zone as live in the Inner City. The people living here 
were once listed among the more modest status residents. The wealthy, 
the elite, and the intellectuals never lived here in any numbers, but they 
have been attracted in the past twenty years.

The designers of the urban development program instituted between 
1940 and 1943 were aware of this agglomeration problem. They intended 

to develop these outer areas, to officially connect them to the city, as 
areas “intended for urbanization.” In other words, they had decided that 
today’s outer districts had to be urbanized (Sipos 2011). Although these 
neighboring villages were incorporated into budapest in 1950, there was 
no intensification of residence – discounting the housing estates – at any 
time since. So, the task today remains exactly what it was then.

The wave of housing estate construction targeted at the outer zone 
“stole” away the infrastructures of the villages along the danube that 
had been incorporated into the city. Újpest, kispest, erzsébet, Csepel, and 
budafok saw their original town centers destroyed by the monster hous-
ing estates, as did Óbuda. It was partly because of the housing estate 
growth that there was a measure of urbanization in the 1970s and 1980s 
among what had been single family homes. Though primary schools, 
shops, and cultural centers were built, there were far fewer secondary 
schools and even fewer higher level manifestations of urbanization.

during the socialist era, these districts of lower middle class and working 
class residents remained undeveloped. often there was not even suf-
ficient funding to pave streets or build sewage drains, so these impover-
ished “garden cities” with their single-function settlements in the middle 
remained unchanged until the regime change. Afterwards they were 
“blessed” with gigantic shopping centers or malls, built atop the neigh-
boring rust belts or on the greenbelts. This meant that needed to take a 
car or bus to go shopping and what remained of their local shops and res-
taurants slowly disappeared. With the loss of the old community centers 
and shopping streets, the remnants of their original complexity also dis-
appeared. So the single family homes of the outer zone are beginning to 
resemble the bedroom communities for which cars are essential.



In the 25 years since the regime change we have seen an era of subur-
banization with consequences much the same as at the start of the 20th 
century. Three hundred thousand people moved out of the city, which 
had had a population of two million. We might risk saying that the mass 
exodus could have happened because the city itself was so under-urban-
ized everywhere but at its core, that young people who wanted to start 
a family and wanted a single family home had nowhere else to go. There 
was no affordable supply of single family homes or condominium apart-
ments at the time and the truth is that there still isn’t. but we have to 
realize that this time the wave of city-leavers stepped over and beyond 
the outer zone, leaving it out just as they had left out the transitional 
zone a century ago. So the outer zone has become a vacuum, a region 
unable to attract and retain a new populace. Its population has even 
declined as has that of the entire city, while the agglomeration is growing 
rapidly. The outer zone was in no condition to accept residents. It was not 
prepared for rebuilding or urbanization and was merely an escape route. 
Thus its failure as an urban region was predictable.

Today’s regulations still undervalue the zone and have preserved the so-
cial loss coded into it a century ago. According to the zoning code of 1943 
it should be an area of multi-story condominiums built as attached hous-
ing. This type of structure could have been built over the past seventy 
years, which would have increased the number of home units by three or 
fourfold, while transportation, utilities, the lifestyle, and the eco-climate 
could all have become more rational. While private reconstruction and 
the business of building condominiums were typical of buda and Zuglo 
over the past fifty years, this area is more than ripe for similar growth, 
which would increase property values enormously. We are talking about a 
huge number of plots of land and a built up infrastructure that could re-
ceive a multiple of the current population with more intensive and denser 
construction. Increasing population density in this zone, which has been 
postponed for decades, has become unavoidable with the drastic chang-
es following 2008. The outcome of the economic downturn appears to 
be transforming the process of suburbanization, and the outer districts 
of the city are beginning to rise in value. Urbanizing this zone could be 
one way of halting the exodus from the city since, as the pressure from 
a denser population becomes tangible, the zoning regulations governing 
the region could be altered with a single piece of legislation.

Outer suburb/village zone  

 
As far as demographics go, the outer suburb/village (agglomeration) 
zone is not homogenous, either. The highest status region is the zone 
surrounding buda to the northwest while the lowest is the southeast 
sector surrounding Pest. The roots to the structure of the settle-
ments making up today’s agglomeration go back to the early 20th 
century. With the start of plot subdivisions in the 1920s and 1930s 
populations began to grow in areas beyond the current outer zone. 
Well-to-do residents, mainly of buda, began building summer homes 
in the northwestern sector of today’s agglomeration and then they – 
primarily the intellectuals – actually moved out. Sooner or later, the 
concept of commuting took hold. People employed in industry were 
the primary commuters (traveling to the factories of pre-1950s bu-
dapest) but white collar commuters also grew in numbers. The newly 
subdivided areas eventually fused with the settlements they had 
been attached to, and their current populations count as indigenous.  

People moving into the region from rural areas in response to the 
labor demands of the forced industrialization of the 1950s were faced 
with a severe housing shortage combined with administrative restric-
tions on residence in the city (they had to have held a job in the city 
for five years to be eligible for residence). Some found places to live 
in the settlements surrounding the cities (often going home to the 
family on weekends). In addition, tracts of land used as “weekend 
plots,” which were typical of socialism and different in form but simi-
lar in content to the pre-WWII patterns evolved. They became sources 
of cheap recreation for people living in the Inner City or the hous-
ing estates that were comparatively easy to get to. The year-round 
populations of these settlements did not change significantly but 
the weekend and summertime “residents” generated huge seasonal 
population growth.

Suburbanization began in the 1980s and accelerated after the regime 
change. Initially, people began insulating their summer homes for 
year-round use, and this was followed by remodeling and expansions, 
officially described as improving convenience levels. The peasant 
homes in the “historical” cores of the settlements were bought up 
by urbanites. The “winners” in the privatization processes exchanged 
their budapest apartments for homes in the settlements of the inner 
agglomeration ring. They continued to be bound to budapest by their 
jobs and consumption habits, and commuting (travel) was not yet a 
problem for them. many people in less affluent situations left the city 
altogether. Some of them made up the impoverished suburbanites 
category, choosing rural life in the belief that it would be cheaper than 
the high costs of residence and subsistence in budapest. They tended 
to choose the more distant – eastern and southeastern – settlements 
within the agglomeration or actually went beyond the agglomeration, 
primarily to small hamlets in the east (often to places from which 
branches of the family had initially moved to budapest during the pe-
riod of forced industrialization) (Csanádi and Csizmady, 2002).

In the past decade the number of people moving into the inner sub-
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SUMMARY

After the regime change budapest became the largest and most dynamic 
city in a country being built upon a market economy. However, as had 
been the problem in earlier decades, now too it was unable to develop in 
an urbanized way and was forced to grow beyond its borders. The root 
cause of the city’s many problems lies in this oft-forgotten fact. The 
deteriorated condition of the city’s inner neighborhoods, its sprawl, its 
village-character, and the obsolescence of its housing estates have been 
generating social losses for, in some senses, an entire century.

The models under which people choose their homes have slowly been 
changed by the economic and social changes triggered by the regime 
change. The segregation of high status residents in buda has become 
even more pronounced. middle-income families with young children have 
moved out to the agglomeration en masse. In doing so they have slowly 
deprived themselves of the advantages of city life since the big distances 
and the increasing impossibility of getting anywhere by car thanks to 
road congestion prevents them from accessing urban services. In the 
ecological sense this lifestyle is devastatingly wasteful. It is expensive 
not only for the individual but also for the community, and is hard to 
sustain. A significant portion of the people who have become poorer 
since the latter half of the 1990s have moved into the inner zones that 
have deteriorated as an outcome of urban policies, or to neighborhoods 
bordering on the industrial parts of the transitional zone, or – often – 
have been forced out of the city entirely. The segregation of the low 
status residents within the city has become stronger, but no large and 
homogenous quarters housing the poor have evolved.

Urban policy has not really been able to influence these flows, the 
negative impacts of which are particularly acute in three zones. market 
forces have often joined up with local governments in the past decade 
to rebuild the Inner City. The zone was the scene of a battle between the 
various social groups and institutions, all wanting to reap the potential 
profit of development (the rent gap). Numerous institutional interests 
and regulating/zoning conflicts weighed down the market mechanisms 
pushing for the transformation, and the residents of the area tended 

to be the losers. Not only are many urban functions (commercial, 
residential, entertainment, etc.) in competition for the region, but so is 
just about every single social group from the poorest to the richest.

The housing estates are another source of conflict for urban 
development, since the housing stock itself in these regions, which are 
well-connected to the transport grid and are equipped with services and 
institutions, is under par and unable to meet contemporary demands. 
Will there be sufficient economic power and technological opportunity to 
update these neighborhoods and can we prevent the mass deterioration 
of the housing estates that is occurring in the advanced countries?

The outer zone and the agglomeration ring connected to the city 
are also major challenges. The agglomeration has sucked out a 
significant portion of the economically active population from the 
city proper. The urban policies of the settlements they target have 
supported this movement. by now, however, the agglomeration is 
reaching its capacity. And budapest simply has to act. one sign of this 
is that the outer zone is beginning to become a target of “internal” 
suburbanization and in the next few decades it appears that the private 
sector will spontaneously rebuild most of the single family units. 
However, for this to happen, urban policy needs to take advantage 
of the demand pressure and respond to the market’s challenges by 
rezoning these areas and thus making it possible to build a selection 
of garden condominiums, densely structured row houses and town 
houses to take advantage of demand. This would liven up the real 
estate market and might attract families otherwise ready to leave 
the city. This also means, naturally, that experimental designs and 
construction projects setting examples for other builders are needed.

All of these urban development challenges are a basis for exploring 
possible solutions, not just in theory but also in practice. The studies in 
this volume and the research and design program that gave rise to them 
are based on this idea and have been focused on certain critical elements 
of urban development and how they might be handled. 

urban belt has continued to decline. Instead, both the middle belt and 
the outer agglomeration belt have been targeted (the borders of the 
budapest agglomeration are slowly approaching the agglomerations 
of the neighboring cities, such as Székesfehérvár’s). 

The varying local government policies are (partly) behind the growing 
phenomenon. Initially, the settlements attempted to accelerate and 
manage housing for the middle class by subdividing land zoned for 
residences. Farmland correspondingly declined. later, the goal was no 
long to increase the population but to retain it. At this point the set-
tlements focused on “conveniences,” (expanding the infrastructure, 

managing transportation problems, organizing local programs and 
events). many residences constructed mainly in the outer districts of 
budapest were designed to house people who really did not want to 
commute within the city. The children of families that had “escaped” 
the city grew up and began to return to budapest (to attend college). 
The response of urban planning to the spontaneous processes was on 
the one hand to increase the density of budapest neighborhoods able 
to compete with the agglomeration, and on the other, to make the 
Inner City more livable. The greenbelt was retained (increased in the 
Inner City) and it also offered a living environment that was easy to 
access and did not require a car.
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THE TARGET AREA

The land and its surroundings photographed from the air

Location of the plot within District 17, showing the neighborhood’s transportation infrastructure

Road for car traffic Railroad Bike parking at the 
railroad station

Nearby 
bus stops Rákos Creek Bike path

Nearby  
railroad station

How the area around the land is built in 

The area by the rákos Creek (rákosmente) is a part of the inner 
suburban zone. As one of six neighborhoods studied, this research 
project ran along the northeast boundary of rákoskeresztúr and was 
set alongside a garden-city zone. The land is a portion of the Nyilas 
Table and is currently not built in. The proximity of the greenbelt is a 
positive feature. The rákos Creek is its northern boundary. There is a 
forest band to the southeast, and the eastern boundary is Szabadság 
boulevard, which would be the approach. Around it are single family 
houses and row houses.

Although the venue is comparatively distant from the center of buda-
pest, the proximity of bus lines and railroad stations combined with 
an existing bus corridor mean that a commuter could be downtown 
inside of an hour. Immediately adjacent to the land is a bicycle path, 
running parallel to rákos Creek.

 
rákosmente’s local government has taken a number of initiatives to 
integrate the Nyilas Table into the fabric of the city, but has not yet 
come up with a satisfactory development direction. The goal of a bid 
for architectural ideas dating from 2009 was to design an eco-friendly 
neighborhood.

Rákosliget

Rákoskeresztúr Rákoscsaba

Rákoscsaba-
Újtelep

Nyilas-tábla
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SITUATION ANALYSIS 

Nyilas Table: view is from the plot

Single family homes along neighboring streets

Sidewalk and bike path going from Szabadság Boulevard and following Rákos Creek

Nearby busy Pesti Avenue

The rákos Creek is the district within the city line most profoundly affected by suburbanization. With an area of 55 square kilometers, it is the 
largest district of budapest. Until 1950, when it was attached to Greater budapest, is consisted of the separate villages of rákoscsaba, ráko-
shegy, rákoskeresztúr and rákosliget.

From the time the city initially began taking shape until Greater budapest was established the area along the rákos Creek was rural, part of the 
agglomeration, and supplied the city with farm products. The rural roots fundamentally defined the plot structure of the district, as well as the 
appearance and identity of its housing stock. Although there are newly constructed properties including gated communities and many of the 
single family homes have been restructured to fit an internal suburban section of the city, the area surrounding this particular plot is more rural 
than urban, and is dominated by a garden-city structure.

The commuting typical of the area today evolved when the railroad was build. Its character as a bedroom community caused problems for resi-
dents on a day-to-day basis. Nonetheless, the target area inside the district is a good one because of the well-developed transport infrastruc-
ture already mentioned and because it is comparatively easy to reach the district center of rákoskeresztúr and downtown budapest.

After the regime change this area, along with the southeastern sections of the city, became the top targets for internal suburbanization. most 
of the people moving to the area were less affluent middle class families with small children. one outcome of that is that the age of residents 
is less than the average for the city as a whole.

The expansion of the community function and of services that would have been necessary in the district because of the population increase 
was incomplete. At the same time, in the target area, the proximity of rákoskeresztúr as the local center has rendered the shortage of func-
tions less acute. Although basic services exist, they are less than satisfactory: medical services are available at the center and some services are 
provided near the neighborhood in question, but cultural, educational, and job opportunities are limited.

TeAm 1
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30'

60'

60'

75'

The problems of suburban areas 

A fundamental problem of suburban living here is that most people 
moving out here continue to have jobs in the Inner City. This means that 
most residents commute, resulting in a bedroom community character. 
Public transport has not kept in step with growth and the shortcomings 
serve to heighten the dominance of car travel. Using cars on a day-to-
day basis is tough economically and environmentally damaging.

In addition to the original rural settlement structure of the suburbs the 
demands of people moving out there and of developers have typically 
led to creating sprawling areas of single family homes. The sprawling 
structure uses up more natural space, and more than an average of all 
types of infrastructure (roads, utilities, etc.) needs to be built.

local governments cite cost effectiveness in building fewer com-
munal functioning facilities and services, so major commutes are 
required to access them. The lack of functions increases the need to 
commute from the residential environment and prevents local rela-
tionships from evolving. Given the lack of local relationships, a desire 
for shared and communal activities and functions involving commu-
nity spaces never evolves. Therefore it is typical for everyone to create 
their own “community” facilities (swimming pool, playground, sports 
facilities, etc.) on their own land resulting in rows of them in back-
yards. New arrivals are rootless and old time residents are inflexible, 
which often triggers tension, particularly when large scale communi-
ties are developed all at once.

The first step in the proposed residential structure (cohousing) re-
flects the general problems of the suburban areas. later, the versions 
designed for the concrete site and the model designs were adjusted 
to the characteristics of the district and the neighborhood, and the 
general problems have been handled in a location-specific manner.

The main challenge of the design is to prevent a gated community 
from coming about despite the development of an entire tract at the 
same time. The other challenge was to satisfy the varied demands of 
residents in different age groups, all at the same time.

Numerous problems arise regarding the economic, social, and environmental aspects of sustainability when suburban areas are 
developed.  These problems vary in district 17. In the target area within the district the location and infrastructure promise fewer 
of these concerns.

1. Transportation to the downtown area
The infrastructural development level of the district is below that of 

the Inner City and of the district’s center at Rákoskeresztúr, given the 

rural settlement structure of much of the district. Shortcomings in 

public transport result in the car becoming the dominant means of 

commuting. Should people move out to where they may have a plot 

of land, one distinctly unattractive feature is that it takes 60 minutes 

to travel to the Inner City by bus or 75 minutes by bicycle.

2. Lack of job opportunities and commuting
The functions existing in the district are insufficient to offer enough 

jobs. Crèches and preschools are overcrowded, even for Budapest. So 

not only are working residents forced to commute, so are their child-

ren. There is a shocking difference between the daytime and night-

time populations of the district. The problem also affects all people 

who might later on want to move into the area being designed.
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Proposal: Cohousing by group of houses

research has suggested the form of group of houses as a way to 
resolve the general problems of the suburbs: sprawling zones of 
single family homes that are monotonous and lack identity as well as 
intermediary functions such as public spaces, parks, or networks of 
greenery. This would yield an intermediate density in a zone linking 
urban and rural regions, while the principle of neighborhood design 
would consider the overall environment, not just the houses.

despite the garden-city character the rapidly evolving suburban areas 
tend to trigger social isolation and lack community contacts. Cohous-
ing is a format that resolves these problems. It is a form of residence 
in which the residents develop their environment in communal 
cooperation and share common spaces, tasks, and activities with one 
another. Cohousing is designed to promote the development of com-
munity functions, of building public spaces and evolves local contacts 
and thus a local identity.

The research has relied on the above two phenomena and offers a 
model – very much experimental in Hungary – in which neighborhood 
cooperation occurs on the basis of cohousing principles and interme-
diate space is created to accompany a group housing form of home 
construction.

Proposed solutions to the problems
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3. Urban sprawl
The free-standing single family dwellings typical of the area around Rá-

kos Creek combined with the demand for urban living standards despite 

the typically lower housing density results in a huge ecological footprint. 

This wasting of space is typical of the district and of its neighbors.

4. Lack of identity
In this district, a link to the local space, a local identity, is still alive 

thanks to the rural past. Although there are some newly constructed 

neighborhoods where rootlessness is a typical problem, this is not 

true for the neighborhood around the targeted area and for much of 

the district. The challenge of the construction is precisely the need to 

have a new community integrated into the existing one and evolve a 

local identity despite the development-like design.

5. Lack of joint functions
The district has a serious lack of multiple functions. In this respect 

it is typically linked to the supply networks of inner Budapest. The 

regional distribution of services and community functions is uneven. 

Most of them are grouped together in Rákoskeresztúr (center of the 

district), but since this center is reasonably close to the chosen site, it 

promises to be less of a problem.

1. Carpooling, bicycling, monthly train passes 
that include bike passes

2. Working from home and including services 
in the cohousing area 

5. Community functions for residents and services open 
to non-residents as well as locals 

3. Group housing, density, mixed use residential 
area and varied types of housing

4.  Personal participation, link to the environment, 
and to the community

TeAm 1
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VARIATIONS ON DESIGN MODELS

The project included three innovative and sustainable model designs for the given location. All three are based on typical cohousing formats 
that could be implemented on the targeted land in district 17. The versions are based on five variables: housing composition, type of housing, 
ownership, density, and proportions of common areas. To these we have added the schematics of function placement and the form of the build-
ing. The variables and the location schematics were based on cohousing projects in actual operation and on a study of group housing designs. 
The three models were based on resident composition – people over 50, families, and mixed residents. The rest of the variables were based 
on this function, meaning that we imagined various scenarios for each case. In reality, designs for cohousing are created by the communities 
of future residents who make decisions together through a participatory designing process. This model used fictive residents as participants. 
The third variation shows the decisions of a group that is varied in both area and lifestyle.

Location of units

Cohousing essentially includes private, community and often service functions, too. In a given venue they can appear in a variety of forms. 
The following schematics were designed on the basis of communities that actually exist, to offer ideas to residents on selecting private space, 
community space and service function space. The different types have worked with the natural features of the space which includes a large 
green area to the west, a pedestrian walkway and bicycle path to the north along with the rákos Creek, a semi-busy road on the east, and a for-
est belt to the south.

Ways of setting up 
the private space

Ways of locating 
community spaces

Ways of locating 
service functions

Household composition
Young singles  
and couples Families

Elderly singles 
and couples

Housing composition

Type 1
30-35 m2, 1 room

Type 2
40-45 m2, 2 rooms

Type 3
60-80 m2, 3-4 rooms

Type 4
100-120 m2, 4-5 rooms

ownership Cooperative Condominium Rental

density Number of units
Density of units/
hectareha

Proportion  
of common spaces

Garden for 
common functions

Inside space for
common functions

Sustainability
components

Forming  
a frame  

Running 
alongside  
the forest

Spindle-like  Small 
groups   

Roster 

Scattered     Centrally 
scattered   

Alongside  
the creek

Centrally,  
in one block

In one 
block by 
the road

One block by  
the meadow 

One band by  
the meadow

Scattered,  
along the creek

One line by 
the road

One block 
by the road



Cohousing for the 50+ age group

Cohousing for families

Cohousing established specifically for families in which the need to 
meet housing demands as the family grows is quite common. In 
these cases a group of friends often initiates the project. They are 
people who would like to live in the same neighborhood, near to one 
another and to share childcare functions. The second version was 
outlined based on this type of scenario. residents are smaller and 
larger families.

In several West european countries it is fashionable to move into 
cohousing units to retain an active lifestyle after the children leave 
home. There are a large number of homes built specifically for people 
age 50 and above, where residents can enjoy one another’s company. 
variation one is one of this type, for people over the age of 50, living 
alone or as couples.
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Composition of residents

Types of housing

ownership

density

 0% 60% 0%

 100% 0% 0%

 30 db 25

 30% 40% 30%

 0% 40% 0%

 0% 0% 50% 50%

Composition of residents

Types of apartment

ownership

density

Proportion of common spaces

 0% 0% 50%

 0% 0% 100%

 50 db 42

 40% 50% 10%

 0% 0% 50%

 50% 50% 0% 0%

ha

ha

Proportion of common spaces

TeAm 1
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Cohousing for mixed residential groups
Socially sensitive groups often expressly target cohousing for mixed residential groups with respect to ages and social backgrounds. They do 
not want to be part of a socially isolated enclave but to live within a cross-section of society as a whole. our third variation offers an opportu-
nity for this type of living. The breakdown of residents is mixed, including young singles and couples, larger and smaller families, and elderly 
people alike.

Considering the broad range of residents, this design offers all four types of home unit. ownership is mixed, in response to the varied living 
conditions and social statuses. Some units are owner-occupied while others are rentals. The average size of the apartments is 65m2, and the 
medium density of the group housing is fitted to this size. Forty home units are built on 1.2 hectares, giving a density of 33 home-units/hectare

The area diagram portrays the placements, including the garden com-
ponents and community and service functions, voted for at resident’s 
meetings during the participative planning process to be discussed. 
The outline changed a great deal during the joint planning process 
with the group of volunteers, and the final decisions are presented in 
the full model design shown later.

Different variations of the model design versions

Housing composition Types of home units ownership

 20% 15% 15%
 0% 60% 40%

 15% 20% 15%

 10 db 10 db 12 db 8 db

density

 40db 33
ha

Proportions of 
common spaces

 22% 28% 50%
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The decisions behind the design for the third version were made by modeling a community planning process of the type commonly done by 
cohousing residents. International literature breaks down the process of developing a cohousing community into five basic steps. This project 
simplified it by limiting itself to the first three steps. Given that the design is fictive, it was unable to move to steps four and five. The first 
three steps were performed at residents’ meetings, held monthly.

PARTICIPATIVE PLANNING

often a cohousing project begins with a 
small group of friends who then bring in the 
other residents needed for the larger com-
munity, sometimes through advertising in 
the media. our experiment involved volun-
teers. We announced our need for partici-
pants at public forums such as Facebook, 
the architecture forum, hg.hu, and others. 
Twenty-nine people between the ages of 
19 and 54 responded. Professionally, they 
included architects, landscapers, sociologists, 
students, teachers, office workers in leading 
and subordinate positions, and one pastry 
chef, one baker, and one brain researcher.

 When establishing a cohousing project, defining basic values and goals is important. Concrete decisions made in the later phases are reached in 
accordance with these values and goals. When disputes occur, the values offer a frame of reference. With this in mind, the first meeting of the 
group focused on defining joint objectives and values.

As far as methodology was concerned, we created clouds of ideas written on slips of paper, with the group members thinking about the good 
and bad points of cohousing in general and this venue in particular as they responded to questions we raised. What was unexpected was 
that while there were organized questions focused on participants’ dreams regarding the good points of cohousing, the group itself raised its 
concerns. It was interesting to see that the dreams and concerns were linked to the same concepts. We used dotmocracy so set up the order 
of joint values. dotmocracy is essentially weighted voting. The essence is that x number of possibilities were listed and participants were each 
given 2-3 times x voting dots. each person was permitted to place as many dots as s/he liked on any issue, depending on how important s/he 
considered it to be. Thus the voting not only determined the possibilities but also set up an order of importance.

1. Group is founded and defines 
its values and targets 2. Professionals are called in 

and demands are voiced 3. Community 
planning 4. Construction – 

execution of plan 5. Use – operation

1st Group is established and goals are definedMEETING OF RESIDENTS 

social safety net

achievable together, but not separately 

bigger yard

enhancing self knowledge

operates like a village community 

is it cheaper?

common programs

interactions

development 

connections between open and closed spaces 

Learning from each other

sharing

sustainability

common goal

diversity

sharing of values and emotions

community

tradition

attainable, good spaces  

modeled after eco-villages 

space is approachable from inside and out

self-control

cultural mission

give some-get some community helps in raising children

man-nature connection

belső motiváció

high-stimulus environment

attracted to one another 

di�erent age groups

community life with one’s age-group

communication

joint problem-solving

intelligent community

need to be an adult

where is it

team

health

happiness 

music room

one can live in a community

reviving tradition

respect of private spaces
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As far as common facilities were concerned, the group used the slips-of-paper method once again, to collect clouds of ideas that were grouped 
into categories (such as services, vegetable garden, etc.). This was followed by weighted voting to produce an order of importance of the com-
mon functions. The high-level demand for a vegetable garden and the low demand for outside services were both a surprise.

The second meeting focused on the layout of the fictive cohousing community. In other words, residents chose among the possible locations for 
the different functions and then decided on the types of housing. The spindle-like layout reminiscent of a village plan took absolute first place. 
Placing community functions in a central block and service functions alongside the road were the other winners.

Layout

gymnasium 

Services 

Hobby

vegetable garden 

Home types

spindle-like residential block

votes

votes

votes

votes

yoga room

bakery

DYI

kitchen garden

quiet room

shop

children’s corner

baking oven

music room

 seniors’ club

movie

fireplace  

café

crafts room

livestock

daycare center

auditorium

fruit trees

Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4

central block for community functions services in a row along the road

∑ 8 ∑ 8 ∑ 10 ∑ 14

∑ 22 

∑ 20 

∑ 22

∑ 40

2nd Professionals are included, demands are talliedMEETING OF RESIDENTS 
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When putting together the model for the building placement the group worked with the layout schemes chosen earlier. Working with a scale 
model put together in advance, they set up the home units, the common components, the yard details, the playground, the trees, parking 
spaces, paths, and service buildings. The decisions made at this time served as the foundation for the model design.

The group considered it important that the residents in the cohousing facility and new people just moving in be able to easily redesign their 
homes to meet with their demands. For this reason the upper and lower levels of the four types of home unit were variable and could be en-
larged lengthwise. As the diagram illustrates, in for instance, Type A, the top floor Type 1 unit became a Type 2, establishing Type A”.

The main goal of the third meeting was to jointly design the layout and street line. To attain as realistic a picture of costs as possible when making the 
planning decisions, the designing phase was preceded by financial calculations. The planning operated under the assumption that the construction of 
one home was equivalent in value with a newly constructed single family home of average quality located nearby. The overall cost of the project was 
set at 40 times the unit price of a single-family home. We subtracted the cost of construction of the home units, the price of the plot and all other set 
ancillary costs. That gave us the amount left for the common features. The available money and the order of functions decided earlier in a joint vote 
gave us the design program. dreams and functions were limited by available funding.

The group divided the funding available for joint use into three categories: indoor and outdoor (garden) group functions, and sustainability 
components. Sustainability was given top billing and residents decided that fifty percent would go for this purpose. However, the money was 
not enough to pay for high-tech energy solutions. The community therefore decided on low-tech and slow-tech methods.

$/ =$ / x 40 = $ $

+

Joint yard (garden) functions
22% or HUF 49.9 M

Joint interior functions
28% or HUF 63.6 M

Sustainability components
50% or HUF 111.5 M 

HUF 26.9 M/home unit HUF 1,076 M overall HUF 225 M available for joint use

3rd Planning out the common areas MEETING OF RESIDENTS 
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Sports field
15–24 m2

Community building

Service buildings

Daycare – 40 m2

Internal 
gravel road  

Types 1 and 2 
home units  

 

Recreational gardenExisting 
valuable 
trees

Parking lot – for 20 cars

Storage shed for bicycles

Rainwater collector – 100 m 2

Row of fruit trees 
40 trees

Kitchen garden – 100 m2

Bakery – 40 m 2

Playground

Type 3 home units

Rainwater collector – 100 m2

Kitchen garden – 100 m2

Fruit trees, randomly placed
40 trees

 

Parking lot – for 20 cars    

Storage shed for bicycles   

Type 4 
home units

 

While the home units look alike, the interiors can be 
designed to meet individual needs. both concepts are 
equally important. residents have different demands 
and tend to move, so it is important that interior spaces 
can be varied. The similar block form of the home units, 
however gives it a uniform façade. The four layouts have 
been put together in one possible model, which could 
serve as a proposal for anyone who would prefer not 
having to work out the interior design of her/his home.

Saw-tooth placement of homes with private and semi-private yards

Layouts can be varied to meet individual tastes

THE MODEL DESIGN

The model design is based on the decisions made by 
the participative planning process used in putting 
together variation three, the mixed community. The 
layout is the spindle design chosen at the residents’ 
meeting together with the central community struc-
ture and the service block on the side of the road.

The community space is located along the central road 
and arcs as the road turns. It is pavilion-shaped and 
includes a kitchen and dining space, a gymnasium, two 
hobby rooms, a sanitary engineering block, a laundry room 
and storage facilities. There is a small daycare center and 
a bakery along Szabadság boulevard to the east, standing 
on either side of the road entering the community like a 
quasi gateway. There are parking lots and bicycle storage 
sheds on both ends of the inside road.

kitchen gardens are set up in two blocks to enhance 
the row of greenery. below the garden is a hidden 
rainwater collector, 80 fruit trees, an open sports field 
in the upper communal zone, and a playground and 
recreational garden next to the community building.

The street view of the home units is a saw-tooth 
design of four or five attached buildings, located along 
the winding road. The design leaves space for private 
and semi-private yards achieving privacy by preventing 
onlookers from seeing into the yards.
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Sports field
15–24 m2

Community building

Service buildings

Daycare – 40 m2

Internal 
gravel road  

Types 1 and 2 
home units  

 

Recreational gardenExisting 
valuable 
trees

Parking lot – for 20 cars

Storage shed for bicycles

Rainwater collector – 100 m 2

Row of fruit trees 
40 trees

Kitchen garden – 100 m2

Bakery – 40 m 2

Playground

Type 3 home units

Rainwater collector – 100 m2

Kitchen garden – 100 m2

Fruit trees, randomly placed
40 trees

 

Parking lot – for 20 cars    

Storage shed for bicycles   

Type 4 
home units

 

0 105

0 105

0 105

Type 1 home unit, showing top floor, Type 2 home unit, showing ground floor

Type 3 home unit – ground floor and top floor

Type 4 home unit – ground floor and top floor
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obstacles to implementation
essentially, there are two factors that could work towards or against the spread of cohousing as a new form of living in Hungary. one is that there 
are no examples of cohousing in actual operation and the other regards attitudes to community living. Given residential norms in Hungary there 
are no examples of cohousing in existence and this deficit is a significant factor. In this individualized housing market vulnerable young people have 
been the ones with the most experience in community living, in student dormitories or shared rental apartments (often in some other country). 
Another factor hindering the spread of cohousing in Hungary is that there are no accepted legal or financing models that could serve as examples.
However, as far as attitudes are concerned, we have learned that there is a target group – independently of the whole Hungarian population – 
that is not only open to the idea but would be committed to it. They are a factor promoting the introduction of cohousing. This confirms the 
belief stemming from information on experience with community housing, that there are pioneering young people ready to establish the first 
cohousing community. These are people who know one another, and have extensive experience in communal living.

Sustainability
In addition to the general answers to sustainability problems of suburbanization, which appear primarily in the chosen way of life, we calculated 
with the issues of sustainability planning and energy.
As far as lifestyle is concerned, we focused on an ecology-conscious outlook. Cooperation and a sharing economy are a basic component of the way 
of life and construction organization. most residents chose bicycle travel or car pooling. Joint crop growing, communal purchases, using rainwater 
for crop watering, a shared laundry, internal waste management and composting were all parts of the ecological concept.
The high-tech sustainability components (solar panels, collectors, heat pumps) are so high-priced that it became apparent that the budget de-
signed would allow only a few to be introduced. The group decided to choose a central heating method that was alternative and environmentally 
friendly and while living there could collect a sustainability fund allowing them to introduce newer energy saving equipment later on. otherwise, 
they chose soft-tech low-tech methods of water and energy management, of active and passive energy savings. The design focused on providing 
both plenty of sunshine and shade and on evolving a favorable local microclimate (protection from wind, multiple surfaces of water, sun space) as 
well as the planting of new vegetation while keeping existing plants/trees was particularly emphasized.
 

ventilated home unit sunspace that can be enclosedterrace roof space 

D

Finances
The financial framework used for the participative process (the cost of an average 
new single family home multiplied by the number of home units) was the basis 
for this designing program. The total amount was divided up to include the plot, 
the home units, ancillary costs, and the joint inside and outside (yard) functions, 
plus sustainability components. To be on the safe side, the calculations worked 
with a high price of land and square meter prices. If implemented, should the local 
or central government offer the land for a lower price or lease it, if the residents 
share in the labor, and should residents do their own yardwork, the cost could 
come down. on long term, costs could be reduced if the service facilities were 
leased out and if certain community facilities were occasionally rented. employing 
energy components in an eSCo structure might make up a portion of the long term 
economic management concept.

Long term operation
The overall layout includes a combination of rented and owner-occupied housing in an effort to achieve a mixed social composition. The success 
of community cooperation, as has been shown by experience with cohousing projects of this size, is determined by the rules established at 
the start and by continuous management. Working groups are set up in an organizational structure determined by residents to manage the 
different tasks (such as gardening, organizing dinners, or managing car pools). To protect the community, the successful model of the moving 
in process is lengthy. People interested in joining the community sign up onto a waiting list then participate in community programs on several 
occasions. When a home unit becomes available a committee responsible for this proposes who the new resident should be but in the final 
decision-making, every resident has veto rights.

100%

HUF 111.5M

HUF 1,076M

22% Ancillary costs 
HUF 86M

        Sustainability 
    components 
HUF 111.5M

Home units 
HUF 527M

8%

49%

10,5%

10,5%

Cost of plot 
HUF 240M 

Joint-function
interior and yard space 

FEASIBILITY
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SUMMARY

long distances, sprawl

lengthier infrastructures

lack of job opportunities

daily commutes

lack of proper public transport

dominance of car travel

mostly residential, few public buildings

monotony

Urban sprawl

low density

Single family housing

Few services and community functions

lack of local relations

rootlessness of new residents

Absence of an attitude that would use 
common and shared tasks

Isolation of new buildings/neighborhoods

Attitudes regarding living space

lack of domestic examples

Absence of an accepted legal format

Absence of a financing model

easier to access basic supplies and 
functions

Working from home and servicing 
functions

Car pooling, use of bicycles, train passes 
that include carrying bikes

Community and service functions

multiple types of housing

Group housing, denser building

Connecting residential units, a few 
at a time

open community functions

Service functions for residents and 
other neighbors

mixed composition of residents, 
coordination of different interests

Participative planning and communal 
living, sustainability

Neighborhood planning

learning about cohousing

Cooperating with decision-makers

Including real estate developers

own financing

Shorter distances need be covered 
by infrastructure

less daily commute

Alleviation of bedroom community 
syndrome

less load on environment and family 
economy

existence of mixed functions

variability, individual character

Smaller footprint, more 
nature remains

replacement of missing community 
and service functions

Strengthening of local relations

Community collaboration, spread of 
cooperation

becoming integrated into the 
environment and evolving a local 

identity 

dissemination of cohousing 
in Hungary 
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ENvIRoNMENT ANd INFRASTRUCTURE

REAL ESTATE ANd TyPES oF HoUSINg

CoMMUNITy

SySTEM LEvEL RECoMMENdATIoNS To SPREAd CoHoUSINg
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THE SITE

We conducted this research project in the garden city portion of 
budapest’s district 16.  Here nearly 70 percent of the home units are 
single family houses. We targeted a section located next to Petőfikert 
(Petőfi Gardens) on the edge of the comparatively high-status Ó-
mátyásföld. It is easily accessible through a bus that travels along 
Újszász Street, a bicycle path, and a nearby light rail line. mátyásföld 
was created as the site of luxury summer homes for the aristocracy. 
Petőfikert was the last subsection to be built in after the land was 
subdivided into plots for smaller single family homes in the 1930s. 
Significant industrial facilities settled in around Petőfikert. The city’s 
first commercial airport was here as was the Ikarus vehicle factory. 
We focused our designs on a six-hectare (roughly 18 acre) region near 
the city line owned by the local government. It is currently empty and 
wooded. It was originally zoned for large plots and is divided by a wide 
ditch designed for precipitation removal.

Location of the area for which the designs were made

Aerial photo of the area in questionStructure of the street lines
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SITUATION ANALYSIS

district 16 came about when several larger villages were united. To this day the one-time villages are important components of the identities of 
the different portions of the district. The mátyásföld section has always been considered one of the high-prestige neighborhoods of the Pest 
side of the city. even today, it is the most expensive of the outer districts from the real estate market point of view. For this reason, it is in the 
interests of the lower status residents of the area to move to cheaper places, which has turned this region into an increasingly homogenous 
one. maintaining a local identity is typical of district 16 residents. The people have ties, partly to the five villages that make up the district and 
partly to the whole of the district. This contributes to keeping residents local so even when people move they tend to stay within the overall 
district. We can see from the history of budapest that single family homes in garden cities have always been popular irrespectively of whether 
the builders were the budding middle class at the beginning of the 20th century, blue collar workers during the years of socialism, or members 
of a developed middle class following the regime change. The neighborhood we focused on was Petőfikert, a more or less homogenous and 
monotonous area of 400 single family homes that vary between old time steep-roofed square houses and modern ones. erzsébetliget (eliza-
beth Park) on the northern side of Újszász Street is also part of the neighborhood as is an area of nearby services and institutes that supply the 
existing residents and could supply those yet to be built in. There are a pre-school, a series of health care facilities, a theater, a swimming pool, 
sports fields, and several major department stores, all within walking distance.

Population numbers
Number of under-18s per  
100 capita population (2011)

Number of unemployed per 1,000 residents 
of economically active age (2011)

Number of people with only a primary education 
per 1,000 economically active adults (2011)

Number of overcrowded homes
per 100 units (2011)

Proportion of substandard homes
per 1,000 units (2011)

Number of local government
owned rentals per 1,000 units (2011)

Number of over-60s 
100 capita population (2011)

Petőfikert

Petőfikert

Petőfikert

Petőfikert

Petőfikert

Petőfikert

Petőfikert

Petőfikert

District 16

District 16  

District 16  

District 16  

District 16  

District 16  

District 16  

District 16  

Budapest

Budapest

Budapest

Budapest

Budapest

Budapest

Budapest

Budapest

27

6

21

83

16

79

28

26

22

19

79

12

58

18

25,5

67

17

76

8

44

8

Forrás: KSH 2011. évi népszámlálás,  
kerületi adatszolgáltatás (2014)
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THE PROBLEMS OF A NEIGHBORHOOD OF SINGLE FAMILY HOMES

1. Social homogeneity
on longer term the residential segregation of different social groups leads to the social groups distancing themselves from one another

2. Impersonal living, lack of social contacts
residents remain within the boundaries of their own single family homes and barely maintain contacts with the local community. They rarely 
take advantage of local leisure time or socialization opportunities

3. Absence of an identity for the locality
Fragmented use of space results in an absence or non-observance of the components that shape a regional identity

4. Homogenous residential functions
The service sector is weak in the garden city and the institutional presence is low

5. Commuting
Given the homogenous bedroom community function of the region, residents commute daily to the inner districts of the city

6. High consumption of green areas
With low intensity single family home construction the garden cities see the highest level of reduction regarding green space 

7. Wasteful infrastructure as far as volume is concerned
The existing infrastructural level and capacity could satisfy a significantly larger number of residents

8. Consequences of haphazard locations of buildings
The narrow side yards are useless, while the need to build fences leads to the absence of intimacy. maintenance is uneconomic given that huge 
wall surfaces tend to excessively cool the structures, while separate utility systems are uneconomic to operate

9. Identical home types
In a given area the single family homes are nearly identical given the desire to build in the maximum allowed amount, and the inner placements 
are standard. The result is that the shapes of the buildings are nearly identical and result is a near cookie-cutter neighborhood

In other words, the model of the free-standing single family home on a small plot is in trouble. The sharp dominance and growth of this type 
of housing is what is causing urban sprawl. budapest’s overall population is not growing but with the middle class moving from the downtown 
area we have come to see the sprawl phenomenon in construction. low population density and single function construction have seen plot divi-
sions swallowing up the potential greenbelt that urban residents can access along the outskirts of the city. The end of people walking through 
their neighborhoods reduces contacts between people and lengthens transport corridors. We need economic homes near to nature that also 
offer a level of intimacy. They should be small, medium, and large in size, and cheap to maintain. more dense intensive building could render it 
unnecessary to increase the area that has to be built in.

A channel cuts the area in two and carries away clean precipitation water A park-like location with the creek and reed growth running though the midst of it
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PROPOSAL FOR A SOLUTION

The goal of the architectural design covering a currently empty area next to Petőfikert in Ó mátyásföld is to alter the current homogenous social 
structure and at the same time offer a variety of family types the opportunity to live a garden-city quality of life. This is combined with replac-
ing the sprawl and wasteful building style and high consumption of greenery with a design focused on enhancing community green spaces. We 
really want to offer economic homes that are close to nature and ensure privacy. They are to be small, medium, and large in size and cheap to 
maintain. dense and intensive spacing should make it unnecessary to constantly increase the areas intended for building in while encouraging a 
mixture of various status groups.
one basic consideration was to have the building ensemble connected in some way to the surrounding single family homes, to the public park with 
its sports facilities, and to the landscaped woodland. Architectural students prepared the proposals within the framework of a research project 
integrated within the educational program. The designs were supervised by leading teachers with whom students consulted following a thorough 
situational evaluation and analysis, based on a detailed architectural program that incorporated the lessons.
We sought attractive architectural solutions that a socially mixed population would feel comfortable with, that heterogenic social ground would 
find livable, affordable, and pleasant, that had physical space conducive to cooperation and cohabitation, and would be able to meet sometimes 
conflicting needs.

Sociological goals and tasks:
1. establishing a combination of buildings attractive to a mixed 

population inside a socially homogenous garden-city.
2. ensuring places satisfactory for the coexistence of heterogenic 

groups in such a way that the physical spaces for cooperation are 
brought about.

3. Harmonizing and separating the diverse and sometimes contradic-
tory demands of the different groups.

goals and tasks of urban planning:
1. establishing yards that offer privacy (minimum 40 percent of the 

plot area) in addition to the community green spaces.
2. Connecting to neighboring areas in a manner that enhances values 

all around (roads, green spaces, the creek bed).
3. Promoting integration between old and new residents.
4. establishing intensive living structures in a tight construction 

design.
5. establishing thrifty wooded roads for cars, bicycles and pedestri-

ans, as well as parking lots (maximum 30 percent of the plot area).
6. Attaining a maximum slope angle (0.6).

Architectural goals and tasks:
1. economic feasibility using inexpensive but durable building mate-

rials.
2. Innovative thinking in shaping the exterior and interior spaces.
3. designing several different types of home unit with a space-sav-

ing ground plan and clever creation of additional spaces.
4. Universal planning to ensure equal access to elderly and disabled 

residents alike.
5. Topographical adjustment to the neighboring buildings as well as 

like building sizes
6. designing a variety of parking systems.
7. Integrating environment-conscious thinking into the designs.
8. designing energy conscious, low energy consuming buildings to 

assure that maintenance is inexpensive.
9. building in a manner that brings about varied, friendly, human-

scale “spontaneous structures” in the architectural effort.

Planning program:
1. bringing about 200-250 typically 2 tier home units with an average 

of 100 m2 gross ground floor space (net is 80 m2). Financing is to 
be mixed (85 percent condominiums sold at market prices and 15 
percent local government-owned subsidized rentals).

2. one third of the units are to be designed for 1-2 people (35-50m2) with 
1 to 1.5 rooms and no separate kitchen (of these 20 percent are to be 
disabled-accessible) for elderly folk from the neighborhood who can 
no longer manage their single family homes or who want a smaller 
place with a yard, close to their former homes. Some of these units 
could be used for young people or people with disabilities.

3. one third are to be designed for 3-4 people (50-80m2). These units 
are to have a living room and 2 other rooms. (10 percent will be 
disabled-accessible). They are meant for families with one or two 
children who do not have the money for a house with its own yard 
but have more than necessary for a condo.

4. one third are to be designed for 5-6 people (80m2 and above) and 
will consist of a living room and three or four other rooms (10 per-
cent will be disabled-accessible). They are meant for large families 
who might be able to afford a small single family home but not 
one large enough to meet their needs.

5. designs will also include one or two disponible spaces such as of-
fices, family daycare, and/or service space (about 50-60m2) They 
should be easy to re-design to meet demands that change over 
the course of time.

6. every home unit is to have a parking space and there is to be one 
guest-space for every 5 owner spaces.

7. The creek crossing through the area to remove precipitation water 
might be turned into a permanent waterway with an overflow design.

8. each home unit is to have a proportionate yard or terrace that as-
sures their privacy.

9. To avoid any stigmatizing, it will be necessary to mix the rental 
and the condo units. At the same time, it is important to have 
satisfactory space for all population groups so that their co-
habitation does not end up bothering one another albeit, it should 
offer opportunities to meet (e.g. young people, large families, the 
elderly, people with disabilities).

TeAm 2
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Design   1    231 units     There are alleys between every other row of houses, that lead over the creek along bridges. The area is completely free of cars 
while the landscaped area along the waterfront is an enticement to use community spaces to a greater extent. (Viktoria Eisenberger’s design)

Design   2   238 units     The height of the buildings increases randomly as we move towards the creek. bridges link up the residential area as though 
woven, and create a good fit with the garden-city surroundings. A community area of greenery along the creek has been flooded, is a good spot for community 
get-togethers. (Anett Hegyi’s design)

Ground floor

Upper floor



Design   3   250 units     This is a sharply vertical structure with green corridors that begin as narrow ones and become wider, enabling the wider space to be 
used for community functions between the public park and the woods offering incentives to residents to make active use of the two recreational areas. 
(Benjámin Gyovai’s design)

Ground floor

Upper floor

Ground floor

Upper floor
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Design   4   284 units    These units differ in size and orientation. They are grouped into streets that allow neighbors with similar tastes in lifestyle to evolve 
closer ties. The greenery on the walls and on the flat roofs humanizes the residential environment (Ádám Háda’s design).

Ground floor Upper floor

Design   5   204 units     The inverse bridge linkage both separates and intensifies the building pattern, allowing cars to easily cross the spaces while of-
fering vertical alley-like public parks. The walkways crossing the creek, which has been flooded in spots to create ponds, are an incentive to residents to take 
advantage of the landscaped creek banks. (Imola Kristóf’s design)
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Ground floor

Upper floor

Design   6   233 units     These home units vary their facades in a compact way that offers private yards and landscaped common green areas that vary 
between narrow and wider. They get wider as they approach the creek, whose water surface has been widened and where a landscaped greenbelt can serve as a 
space for intensive community life. (Kornélia Kovács’s design)

Ground floor

Upper floor

TeAm 2
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Design   7   233 units    The interior of every street-like space includes a multi-functional common green area. The winding rows of buildings are intensively 
perforated along the covered ground floors which makes it possible to use them for smaller community functions while also assuring that pedestrians can walk 
crosswise. (Márta Kis’s design)

Ground floor

Upper floor

Design   8   207 units     There are small streets intended for mixed use and at points where they become wider they can be used for community functions. 
This design provides every home unit with a link to the chain of public parks organically linked to the creek, on the opposite side of the street (Péter Kosik’s design)
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Ground floor

Upper floor

Design   9   208 units     Innumerable passageways work across the linear, small-town, mixed use spaces that are connected by walkways to the chain of 
community parks and the narrower and wider public yards that vary in width. (Virág Máthé’s design)

Ground floor

Upper floor

TeAm 2
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Design   10    268 units    This building design takes advantage of the damp marshland alongside the creek by raising the home units onto stilts. Trees grow 
through the upper floor terrace flooring. The buildings become taller and are placed more densely as we approach the creek. (Adrien Somogyi’s design)

Ground floor

Upper floor

Design   11   238 units     each structure includes four home units and each house has a street façade, a garden façade, and a façade that communicates 
with the common green area. The buildings are designed as overhang-consoles towards the street which results in covered entrances and parking spaces. 
(Krisztián Tóth’s design)
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Ground floor

Ground floor

Upper floor

Upper floor

Design   12   271 units     These home units are l shaped and are mirror images of one another. by increasing or decreasing their size proportionately 
the roof components form a random pattern. The large green area along the creek is an ideal space for community and leisure activities in general. 
(Dávid Zsebők’s design)

TeAm 2
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IMPLEMENTATION

Economic implementation
The local government can sell the plot, after all utilities have been 
connected, to an investor for the planned greenfield project. In ex-
change it can receive ownership of some of the finished home units. 
The new real estate will in part be market based and in part social 
service based. The 200-250 home units should be built for about HUF 
200,000/m2 which should be highly competitive with neighboring 
properties and offer pleasing, low cost innovative units that should 
have a competitive advantage.

Social implementation
The designs offer garden-city living to a variety of families, with an 
emphasis on developing community green spaces instead of a high 
consumption level of green. Thus, residents can include young people 
just beginning to live on their own, large families who really want 
an affordable garden city environment and local elderly folk who 
would be willing in given case to replace their often expensive but 
unsustainable homes for these units, which would enable them to 
remain in the neighborhood they are used to. Thus, people who might 
be considering moving to the more distant agglomeration would 
be turned back before reaching the budapest city line, while people 
selected and supported by the local government could get a home as 
a social service.

Technical implementation and 
sustainability
According to the local government the utilities will soon be introduced 
when adding utilities to the neighboring streets, so that problem 
is apparently solved.  Sewage conduits, as well as the water, gas, 
and electric lines will be added. A conduit for precipitation water is 
already ensured through an open ditch. With grant support systems 
providing alternative energy supplies could also be built. The designs 

of the buildings make this quite feasible. Heat production, given the 
favorable soil mechanics, could be achieved through a fluid-fluid heat 
pump that uses underground heat, with two or three soil probes per 
home unit.  Surplus electric power could be generated with solar pan-
els. Household hot water through much of the year could be provided 
by a solar collector and a bivalent hot water tank, also powered with 
solar energy. All designs have operated under the principle of assuring 
sustainability with the materials used, structural components, and 
technology. by an intensive use of climbing plants on walls and roofs 
and deciduous trees for the parks mobile shading can be achieved, 
which improves sustainability. Additionally, intensive green – and 
double layered – ventilated roofs can be included in the designs. 
Selective central waste management methods for within the area 
have been included in every design. In many of the designs the creek 
has been flooded to improve the microclimate and create a valuable 
biologically active water surface.

Architectural implementation
The projects presented above are the outcome of architectural and 
sociological goals that resulted from situation analyses. The propos-
als presented are based on social, economic, architectural, and urban 
planning considerations that are integrated into the structure of a 
single family residential zone and make possible a way of life of a 
garden-city type.  Instead of the traditional model designs that are 
low density and consist of single family homes, which waste space, 
we have tried to achieve a more intensive design structure with inno-
vative features in both the external and internal space. In addition to 
working towards energy efficiency, we have shrunk the privacy space 
while at the same time making it possible for “spontaneous” con-
struction, albeit within certain limits. The attractive, well-equipped 
green areas for community living offer an opportunity to evolve 
personal relationships and bring about lively community life.

The flooded creek can be used for ice skating in winter… …and swimming in summer
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SUMMARY

In budapest, the municipal leadership has little power of coercion and the local governments are decentralized, meaning that incentives are 
to resolve zoning problems on local rather than municipal level. This means that the sustainable solutions we propose can be implemented 
by a local government that is focused on social sustainability and has sufficient funding, or by a centralized municipal leadership. The social 
heterogeneity of the project can be ensured by a combination of market controlled sales and local government owned rental housing offered as 
social services and for market rents. The various solutions would promote the mixture of groups with different social statuses thanks to dense 
and therefore economic construction resulting in home units that are comfortable to live in and are relatively less expensive. This would make 
it possible for broad social strata to move in and enjoy them. The building in of this currently empty space would be worthwhile since it would 
offer adequate new structures with a wealth of green space for community functions. effective engineering and up-to-date structural systems 
would make it possible to create privacy for yards and other aspects of private life as well as public spaces for use in leisure time as recreational 
and community-building spaces. In all it would be a competitive way to create an economic and environmentally friendly residential community.

high consumption of green space  
absence of community space 

specifically high infrastructure costs

monotonous, wasteful sprawl, 
expensive single family homes, 

cookie-cutter model

homogenous status of residents 
separation of social groups, lack 

of community relations

environment-conscious solutions 
intensive density, cost effective 
construction above ground and 

underground

low-rise but dense construction, 
different sized home units, varied 

building structures

affordable garden-city living,  
mixed (local gov’t and private) 

ownership of property

relatively high proportion of green, 
economic infrastructure, large 

common green spaces

energy efficient operation, varied housing 
types, possibility for private outdoor

socially mixed residential community, 
communication in the public spaces, 

harmony of private life and community
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REJUVENATING A RESIDENTIAL ENVIRONMENT IN ÚJPEST

The target area is a block with bocskai Street – Temesvári Street – 
berda József Street – and Aradi Street as its boundaries. It includes 
the urban core of Újpest and is on the border of two districts, Újpest 
and Angyalföld.
Újpest was originally a separate settlement and dates from the first 
agglomeration wave, prior to 1850. Initially, this new settlement was 
the scene of rapid industrialization. The proximity of the danube was 
one reason why its population rose so rapidly. early investment pro-
jects included a rail line linked to the harbor on the southern edge of 
the targeted area, and the Northern railroad bridge, which was built 
in 1896 and is also nearby.
The remnants of the industrial period are the buildings that define 
the neighborhood. many have since been put to secondary use. The 
area we focused on also has an industrial block to its north. one 
important feature of the block is that two metro stations and one 
railroad station are within a few minutes’ walk.



SITUATION ANALYSIS

The mosaic-like placement of the buildings in the transitional zone 
can result in segregation. The area chosen for our designs is this 
kind. It was intended for residential purposes but then abandoned as 
the city quarter developed. despite the favorable transport links and 
industrial environment there were problems because of neglected 
green areas and empty lots between houses. In our designs we 
considered it important to focus on residents’ behavior, sustainability, 
and maintaining local specifics.
The remains of socialist urban planning also created dilemmas insofar 
as the broader environment was concerned. Újpest became a part of 
budapest in 1950 and the district changed because of housing estate 
construction. our target area borders on a housing estate on the east. 
It is a sharp contrast and change in scale from the surrounding single 
story buildings. The area we focused on is an enclave, architectur-

ally and functionally. It is an area with a residential function wedged 
in between transportation and industrial blocks and had survived 
repeated attempts to tear it down during various urban development 
projects. This particular location foreshadows certain risks.
Problems include overall neglect, a sharply deteriorating stock of 
buildings, the lack of noise abatement, and uncertainties regarding 
transportation development currently under consideration. The exist-
ing buildings are also unsatisfactory insofar as their energy efficiency 
is concerned, which means that residents who are in a tough financial 
position at the outset have a hard time continuing to live here be-
cause of high energy costs.
This area generally appears in district decrees because it is often used 
as an illegal garbage dump. The steadily increasing garbage dump is 
quite visible along the neglected area by the railroad tracks.

Parking 
problems

Abandoned and 
unused industrial 
block 

Sealed areas within blocks

Unused and 
neglected public 
spaces

Quality of 
green surfaces

Isolated from 
public spaces

Planned detour 
to skirt the area

Proximity of 
railroad tracks
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MAPPING OUT THE PROBLEMS

This area is not really segregated but it is at risk of becoming so. Given the mosaic-like 
building design of the broader environment the composition of the residents is heterogenic 
but the people who are worst off happen to live in the block we have targeted. The propor-
tion of roma residents and of aid recipients is particularly high. The education level here is 
low as is the ratio of the unemployed.

About 500 people live in the area and their composition is problematic from a number of 
points of view. The goal of this designing project, linked to the school curriculum, was to 
garner architectural proposals on how to increase the intensity of housing while alleviating 
the tensions in the area and keeping the largest possible proportion of the original residents 
in the area.

Typical concerns are the poor quality of the housing, overcrowding, empty units. The number 
of empty units is growing since the local government is not replacing residents by re-rent-
ing, given the disorder in the area. The way it puts is: “this is a way to prevent segregation 
from evolving.” It describes possibilities for rejuvenating the area as follows: “A significant 
portion of the properties that become empty are walled in, or the Committee for Public 
Welfare and Housing can permit the immediate neighbor to connect the unit to its own rental 
and increase its size.” This is both necessary and in demand since most of the home units 
consist of a single room and tenants are unable to even put in a bathroom because there 
isn’t enough space.

Unemployed
Employed

Under age 14
Age 15-59
Over 60

Maximum education 8 
grades of primary school
More than a primary 
education

37%

63%

56%

12%

70%

18%

44%



The poor quality, exceedingly small home units with few if any 
conveniences (e.g. bathroom) carry the hazard of creating segrega-
tion because only the people in the worst financial situations accept 
rentals of this caliber. despite the large number of people there really 
is no strong local community even though most of the people in the 
block have ties to the neighborhood and neighbors typically know one 
another. one specific of areas in the process of segregation is that 
residents show a high level of interest in outsiders visiting the area, 
making it clear that typically the only people in the neighborhood are 
residents.

In addition, there are significant differences in residents and resi-
dent composition from one courtyard to the next, as well as in the 
condition of the courtyards. many people renovate their homes even 
though most of the units are local government owned.

The poor economic state of the area is manifest in the condition of 
the buildings and courtyards as well as in the fact that there is no 
commercial or service facility in the blocks. Another sign is that many 
of the residents are at home during the day.

despite this there are no targeted social services in the area.

The problem map as summarized by the students:
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unemployed
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municipal rental housing
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dEvELoPMENT oF THE LAyoUT 

The goal is to build such a way that offers residents livable space 
using complex methods. rental units for low-income groups would 
be mixed with rentals offered at market rates while several existing 
buildings would be retained as venues for joint functions.
A multifunctional set of buildings on the district border would help to 
establish links between the two neighboring districts.
The northern neighboring industrial block would be turned into a 
social and sports center which would also create jobs.
A primary aspect of the designs was to offer pro-nature technologies 
and sustainable renewable energy. With economic structural planning 
and compact dimensioning, the energy loss of the buildings can be 
cut to a minimum. Providing a favorable amount of green space is 
also an important consideration.

1.Team Intensity, building inside the block, remnants of the past
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This designing team considered it important to attract a new target 
group of residents while retaining the roughly 500 people already 
living here.
Given the high number of residents targeted, multi-story construc-
tion was given priority. The idea was to build condominium-like 
homes with several stories and multiple apartments. These multi-
apartment buildings would have to consider the low financial status 
of current residents and also offer them an opportunity for a better-
than-present community life, and to evolve and sustain relationships 
with their neighbors.
We have included easily accessible services, common spaces, and high 
quality parkland near the homes.
We have worked with alternative energy to keep the buildings run-
ning economically and have suggested building a protective hill to 
block off the noise of the railroad surrounding the area.

2.Team Expanded space and intensive social environment   
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An intermodal junction planned for the Újpest-városkapu metro station 
and the circular rail line was the trigger for this group in its effort to re-
spond to the problems of the area with a comprehensive proposal that 
viewed the block in context and was oriented towards the future.
We considered building in a spatial context shaped essentially like 
funnels. The public spaces have services running along their verges, 
creating two oblong axles designed in such a way that they allow the 
sun to reach the apartments that are grouped around the courtyards
The historical link will be a single story building with a protected 
façade, used as an information center with offices. The two residen-
tial buildings left on the southwest corner can serve as transitional 
residences while the building in underway, and will then be renovated 
themselves and rented out.
The proposal calls for a variety of apartments with respect to both 
size and ownership. Some will be owned by the local government and 
rented to low-income residents, while other will be rented at market 
rates.  The expanded corridors between the buildings will operate as 
community spaces.
The roofs will hold tanks to collect rainwater, solar panels, and air col-
lectors, while hybrid operation biomass furnaces will provide heat to 
the buildings in a sustainable way.

3.Team New urban fabric, sustainable social environment

slope
engineering and containers

services
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This design team focused on keeping the original boundaries of the 
plot as a mean of retaining local tradition in both a sociological and 
architectural manner and retaining the identity of the place despite 
its newness. The bi-directional connection of the neighborhood to 
Újpest-varosközpont prevents isolation, and promotes integration.
The project can be phased in rather expediently. A moderating center 
would be able to provide ongoing and satisfactory information and 
prepare residents for the next step. The center could later evolve into 
a social welfare provision facility to help residents who are having 
difficulties.
The plan calls for heightening intensity and evolving the composi-
tion of residents around a mixture of social service-type low-income 
rentals and market-priced rentals. It was important for us to pre-set 
the size and number of home units. The mixed composition is also an 
advantage to new residents and will make it easier for people whose 
needs change and want to move but remain within the area. Another 
important part of the plan is that it includes job offers, which is es-
sential to the livelihoods of residents. In addition, it combines private, 
semi-private and community spaces and gardens.
Urban planning and architectural solutions to the problems of the 
area will hopefully initiate social integration flows, reduce segrega-
tion, and raise living standards in an orderly, buildable and sustainable 
environment that offers contemporary architectural values.

4.Team Keeping original plot boundaries while creating an  
intensive social and community environment
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Phasing: The first question was how local residents could be kept at the site if every 
plan called for a major overhaul of the built environment? This means that phasing became 
very important.

before beginning to build the housing blocks we need to set up an institution that offers infor-
mation and social services. The rental housing would be brought about in a later phase and dur-
ing this period the residents of the area could temporarily be housed in the two-story structures 
on the corner of Temesvári and berda József Streets, which we will retain. When the construction 
phase is finished young people and young families can move into the 61 apartments in these, 
which would continue to operate as transitional starter homes for young people.

Community functions: It is apparent from the division of the housing units that 
the planned homes were designed for several different target groups. The planned community 
spaces and functions are important to both incoming people and current residents, particularly 
as they will promote smooth integration.

Jobs and social functions: If we look at the demands of the current residents 
we see that the large number of unemployed people requires on-site social welfare facilities 
and local social welfare functions just as much as we need to create jobs.

The most important common points in the planning process have been the placement of the 
social welfare facilities on the site and job creation.

A moderation Center would be made by revamping the protected building on the westernmost 
edge of the area. It would hold a project information center, a social welfare provision facility, 
and an information center. A community garden would be set up on the eastern edge towards 
the prefab units.

The typical “square” building making up the northwest block will become a cultural center.  
When completing the demolition of the single family homes along the edge where the gar-
dens will be, the collected bricks will be used to build a line of workshops. The workshops will 
be leasable by anyone for either blue or white collar purposes.

The warehouse at bocskai Street on the northwest block will be turned into a bio-market with 
a connected café. With the fences removed the planned block and the existing block will meld 
into one and on a larger scale so the entire városkapu neighborhood can become an intercon-
nected public space navigable from one end to the other.

RESIDENTS

The major question here is whether the planned rehabilitation should focus on the local residents or the properties? In most of the designs, the 
students worked to retain the largest number of residents possible, in other words, they felt that they needed to respond to the problems of 
these residents. This is why the focus of the effort was on designing rental units.



SUSTAINABILITY

If we think in terms of sustainability, we need to consider finances, the environment, and social factors. Approaching the issue from the aspect 
of materials and technology, efficient energy includes a return of investment costs on the long term as well as sustainable, lower-energy-
requirement structures that are sustainable from the environmental aspect. This is essential with new rental units and social-service type low-
rent units since keeping maintenance costs low is the key to low-rent and low-cost housing for tenants who need this as a long-term solution. 

The energy/heat center would be at the neighboring industrial site. A small power station would supply the heat and hot water needed by the 
households using solar panels that produce electricity. This site can also be used for small maintenance shops.
Precipitation water collectors buried in the ground will collect the water to be used for the gardens.
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Housing distribution and sustainability from the aspect of the tenants. With rental housing, economy of scale is 
one sustainability consideration. The designs produced several basic model apartments that could be rented out to low-income families: small, 
one-room homes offer a housing solution for singles or retirees, while families with children or other larger households would be provided with 
multi-room facilities.  Not allowing entire blocks for low-income families to be created is another important sustainability criterion. The hazard of 
segregation needs to be avoided and every design was focused on including home units for multiple target groups in each block, so that the hous-
ing community remained sustainable on long term.

Technical features: The issues generating the largest number of responses concerned heating, insulation, green roofs, green surfaces, 
and water use. 

1. WATER: one common feature for all students was the collection of rainwater and the recycling of graywater which can cut water consump-
tion down by half. There are also alternatives for heating water, such as solar power.

2. HEAT: Thick insulation combined with orientation of the buildings to get the most favorable use of sunlight was considered important in 
achieving sustainability. larger glass surfaces facing south and taking advantage of the natural endowments of the area were also impor-
tant. This is not only true regarding orientation but also concerned ways of procuring heating materials from nearby places (green waste, 
selective waste, pellets, etc.). The variety of ideas for heating included hot air collectors and solar panels.

3. RECyCLINg: Selective waste management is a fundamental issue and there are a number of ideas related to it. The green areas make 
composting possible and graywater use is another option. The workshops included in several designs offer a way of recycling the waste 
materials created by the construction.

Social rentals
Cost-based rentals 
Units for young people

Rainwater 
collection tank

In summer the stack effect will ventilate the air 
in the apartments

Újpest’s bio-mass producers supply ready-to-burn fuel 
which can act as an ancillary heating tool when needed. 
In given case it can replace district heat and save 
residents 44 percent

The rainwater collected on the roofs can be used for 
flushing toilets, laundry, and cleaning, which can reduce 
the amount of drinking water used by 25-30 percent. 
Underground cisterns can provide the water needed 
for the plants

Selective waste recycling is vital so garbage chutes with 
vertical transport cores that are separated are found 
on all levels

In heating season the hot air collected in the 
chamber will be pushed into the apartment 
by a fan

With a southern orientation heavy duty batteries 
subsidized by the government can provide as much as 
60 percent of energy requirements

Hot air collector

Hybrid operation biomass furnace
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Connection to the neighborhood: one mat-
ter the groups focused on concerned transportation links including 
pedestrian and bicycle opportunities, the ways of approaching exist-
ing public transport junctions. They were also interested in locating 
various functions in the target area or its neighborhood that would 
reinforce the connection to the local center. 
The designers retained the original boundaries of the plot and as well 
as local urban planning traditions. They retained the local identity 
despite the new types of building and the higher intensity. The 
neighborhood is bi-directionally linked to Újpest városközpont (Újpest 
Town Center) and városkapu (Town Gate) preventing isolation and 
supporting integration

“Memento” buildings in the inner courtyards 
Some old building parts have been retained within the inner spaces 
of the new building blocks. These memento structures divide up the 
larger interior courtyards which can be used for a variety of commu-
nity functions (community gardens, recreational gardens, educational 
spaces, flower gardens, hobby areas).

Parking: Since most designs have calculated with combinations 
of low-income social service rental housing and market-based rentals, 
they have provided comparatively few parking spaces when compared 
to the number of home units.

CONNECTION WITH THE NEIGHBORHOOD

Given the specifics of the neighborhood, the location on the border of the district and the mosaic-like location of the buildings, it was of key 
importance to investigate the relationship between the targeted area and its surroundings. This job included protecting the area from the noise 
of the transport corridors surrounding it, and exploring the links to the broader surroundings and the town center.

gRoUNd PLAN FoR gRoUNd FLooR
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SUSTAINABILITY

Noise abatement:  The biggest source of noise in the target area today is the railroad on berda József Street. The local govern-
ment plans to do some development and is also considering building a detour-type road between the buildings and the circular railroad tracks, 
precisely on the border of the target area, which means that some form of noise abatement will become vital.

Considering the circular road running along the rail line, it was recommended that a greenbelt be planted on the side of berda József Street. A 
strip parking lot could be built under the raised ground level, and it too could provide noise abatement. The greenbelt would reduce noise and 
polluted air entering the residential environment, and allow residents to use it for leisure activity.

GREENERY:The greenery currently onsite and in the vicinity is in deteriorated condition, while at the same time the danube and com-
paratively large green areas are nearby.

The planned circular railroad and highway will become part of a covered tunnel system that will abate noise and at the same time offer valuable 
green space and protect the residential community from road traffic noise, too. Community and semi-private gardens can be developed in the 
interiors of the blocks

common 
semi-private

private
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The existing poorly orientated apartments will give way to new types of housing that are appropriately oriented. The apartments will be com-
pact, having space-saving interior designs.
There will be increases in the sizes of the main and side corridors of the buildings which will become usable as community spaces. The side 
corridors and sections connected to the individual apartments will be movable with panels to provide shade. The facades open to walkways and 
will have large apertures that can be opened into one, allowing not only their use for community functions but also permitting the apartments 
to get the amount of sun and ventilation they need.

THE APARTMENTS

Social welfare considerations were primary when it came to deciding on the sizes and functional layout of the apartments. 40 to 60 apartments 
have been placed in each building and block. The sizes of the apartments vary, which ensures the possibility of mobility and should prevent 
deterioration into slums

Share of units, size of units 
- 30 percent – small apartments/studios (30-35 m2)
- 60 percent – two room homes (50-55 m2)
- 10 percent – homes for larger families (80-85 m2)

Engineering

Semi-private 
terraces

Dining area open to the 
walkway

Service functions 
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SUMMARY

Good transportation and infrastructure

Proximity of circular railroad

deteriorated properties

Half the apartments are empty

Unfavorable orientation

High unemployment

Crime

lack of residents’ community

Neighborhood in poor condition

excessive noise

Tough living conditions

Poor quality housing supply

Fuel poverty

Increasingly poor

Segregation

livable residential environment

Improvement of greenery quality by 
landscaping

building a noise abatement system

municipal  apartments provided  
under certain conditions

Adding new functions

Alternative energy

establishment of training centers

Including new apartments as enticement

Improving quality of life

designing community functions

B

B

B

B

B

B

NEIgHBoRHood ANd INFRASTRUCTURE

REAL ESTATE ANd APARTMENT TyPES

CoMMUNITy
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KŐBÁNYA ÚJHEGY 
HOUSING ESTATE

The Újhegy housing estate is in the southern section of kőbánya 
(district 10). The boundaries are maglódi Avenue between Sibrik 
miklós Avenue and kozma Street (putting it at the border between 
districts 10 and 18), the mAv Hungarian State railway’s line towards 
Szolnok, up to Sibrik miklós Avenue which continues the boundary up 
to maglódi Avenue. most of the houses were built between 1971 and 
1978. They are set up in rows of ten story buildings running in strips. 
At the time the housing estate was designed it included the build-
ings needed for infrastructural purposes (crèche, preschool, medical 
offices, shops, etc.) The area we have targeted is a stand-alone ten 
story prefabricated unit at 2-4-6 Tavas Street. It was built later than 
the others, in 1986 as an “experimental block” and is considered more 
up-to-date than the rest. The neighborhood is linked to major traffic 
arteries by several bus lines and with public transport it takes about 
35-40 minutes to travel to the Inner City.
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THE SURROUNDINGS

This housing estate has several expressly favorable natural endow-
ments. The buildings are not piled tightly on top of one another and 
there are plenty of trees and green space. It is fully equipped with 
utilities. This is the neighborhood in the district with the fewest low-
comfort (amenities: i.e. bathrooms, etc.) homes. The neighborhood 
does not have very many empty and abandoned apartments, and 
public safety has been improving since the local government installed 
security cameras. The axis of the housing estate is Újhegy Promenade, 
a central pedestrians-only street with smaller shops, a workout facility, 
a café, a library, post office, pharmacy, and a medical dispensary set up 
alongside it. The promenade is neglected at the moment and the shops 
are not being used to capacity, but in 2014 the district won a major 
grant to upgrade the neighborhood public spaces and green areas. The 
trees between the buildings and the bright tones of recently renovated 
buildings relieve the grayness typical of housing estates. There is a 
pleasant park by a pond resulting from an abandoned quarry, which is a 
popular recreation site. The Újhegy swimming pool and open-air bath-
ing complex and the Sportliget park with a playground are open spaces.
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There are no easily accessible or published statistics on household incomes. but knowing that it is one of the cheapest housing estates in 
budapest tells us a great deal. Alongside the senior citizens are a large number of more mobile groups – young people, people who are chang-
ing jobs, people moving into the city from elsewhere in the country, and single parent families. Although we have no official data, a number of 
interviews mentioned the large ratio of private rental apartments and people moving quite often. 

The moderate income level of Újhegy housing estate residents already mentioned is not contradicted by the fact that housing estate residents 
are not the very poorest people in general. The reason is that overhead/utility costs are comparatively high. And the easily accessible services 
and institutions make the housing estate attractive to families with stable incomes. This suggests that it might be realistic to improve hous-
ing quality and social status. At present the housing estate is viewed as starter or entry level homes and as soon as the financial situations of 
many residents stabilize and/or the family grows they move elsewhere.

Interviews conducted with local condominium management companies and housing cooperatives suggest that the housing communities living 
here are unable to take advantage of subsidies offered to prefab housing residents because of phasing difficulties. Nevertheless, in about half 
of the housing blocks the residents managed to fully or partly insulate the building exteriors through their own savings, savings bank schemes, 
and credit. The renovation wave tended to spread from house to house, with one finished block acting as an incentive, pushing up the willing-
ness and desires of the others. 

The rózsaliget gated community, built in 2001, is an immediate neighbor of the housing estate. Its social composition is very different from 
that of Újhegy housing estate residents (higher education levels and high incomes). This proves that the neighborhood as such is able to attract 
higher status social strata, but needs attractive housing to do so.

Proportion of college graduates (kSH 2011)

budapest Budapest, average

Péterhegy, District 11

Gazdagrét, District 11

Újhegy, District 10 

Havana housing estate, District XVIII.

It is generally very expensive to 

heat homes with district heating. 

Újhegy housing estate

kőbánya, rózsaliget Gated Community

Average price per square meters (FHb, 2015)

SOCIETY

The age breakdown of people living in the Újhegy housing estate is much the same as the average for budapest, just as it is for the proportions of 
working people, retirees, and the unemployed. However, there is a major difference in the average education and income levels of the people living 
here. They may work the same number of hours as people in higher status residential areas but their incomes are typically comparatively low. This 
means they have less to spend on home maintenance and renovation.

245 000

410 000

244 000

163 000

153 000



THE MODEL HOUSE

The immediate target of this study and designing 
effort was a ten story stand-alone block at 6 Tavas 
Street. This point-block building on the southern part 
of the housing estate dates from a decade after the 
rest of the housing estate, having been built in 1986. 
The quality of the structure is clearly better than we 
see in the neighboring buildings which date from the 
1970s. The comparatively young, 30-year-old building 
is stable, both statically and in structure. Certain engi-
neering structures have been replaced and it will soon 
be necessary to insulate the exterior including footing 
and roof (and windows/doors in many places).

The ten story building has 64 apartments and about 120-130 residents. The social indices of the house are better than average. Few residents 
are unemployed and/or have low education levels. Their ratio is lower than not only the average for the housing estate but also the average for 
the entire city. Nearly one third of the residents are college graduates, which is much higher than the Újhegy average and almost as high as the 
budapest average. We learned through interviews with residents that maintenance costs in this building are among the lowest in Újhegy and 
when an apartment becomes available it is immediately grabbed up, and doesn’t even really have to be advertised. The ratio of families with 
small children has declined over the past few decades while that of elderly and retired people has gone up. In other words, permanent residents 
have aged together with their homes. About one quarter of the residents are retired, which is about the average for budapest.

on the whole it appears realistic to assume that the residents of 6 Tavas Street – possibly after receiving a loan – would be able to cover the 
costs of a complex but not too expensive renovation. We have tried to find options that can even be introduced independently of one another. 
The various components can be connected arbitrarily or as building blocks, thus adjusting to the ideas and solvency of the residents. The above 
figure summarizes the way the proposed interventions fit the demands of the different household types.
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Intervention priorities by type of residents
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The most important current problems in the neighborhood under investigation

Unless carefully considered comprehensive renovations are completed there is a risk that residents in more stable financial situations will 
slowly move away and the remaining community will be even less able to cover the costs of the interventions that are becoming unavoidable. 
Therefore, the goal of the architectural and technical intervention is to prevent the building from undergoing any further deterioration, and thus 
to raise its social status and tighten the bond between resident and the housing.

Innovative, affordable 
solutions 

livable spaces,  
value upgrade 

identity, bond  
to community

keeping current and 
attracting new residents

Who will pay for the interventions? First of all, naturally, the residents need to finance it. In Újhegy’s experience, residents are able to afford 
the cost of insulating and coloring the exterior of their buildings. A well-designed program of central government and/or local support would be 
able to cover the costs of a more complex renovation project.

THE PROBLEMS

obsolete 
technology

Small 
apartments High fluctuation

monotonous, 
boring 

appearance

lack of bond 
between person 

and place of 
residence

low prices low solvency 
level

PRoBLEM: MoRAL ANd PHySICAL oBSoLESCENCE

goAL: HALTINg THE NEgATIvE FLoWS

?

B B B



UPGRADING THE ENVIRONMENT

Improving the conditions of the buildings is just one component of 
upgrading the neighborhood, since improving the overall surroundings 
is just as important. In Hungarian housing estates there are obstacles 
to upgrading public spaces, in part because of the regulations govern-
ing the narrow land surrounding the buildings which qualify as the 
property of the building rather than communal property. residents 
do not feel that they have anything to do with the local-government-
owned land and are not always willing to contribute to maintenance. 
With this attitude it is hard to upgrade a condominium environment or 
to introduce a new function. Altering the community space or even a 
larger architectural transformation may find itself facing bureaucratic 
obstacles. We recommend that the owner, the local government, when 
coming up with housing estate upgrade designs should initiate struc-
tural changes and establish clearly distinct functional zones. That will 
result in a much better use of communal space. local bonds could also 
be strengthened if public spaces were shared with local residents.
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3.Built in area

Greenery and gravel covering

Solid covering
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DISABLED ACCESSIBILITY

one of the simplest and least costly ways of heightening value is to create an environment 
accessible not only to persons with disabilities but also to the elderly, baby carriages, and 
tricycles. Providing access can be done in any one of three technical ways.

1. Ramps located outside buildings, in public spaces. Current specifications call for 
ramps with a 5 percent slope and a rest stop for every 100 cm rise, which yields a 22 
meter ramp. This is an economic solution and doesn’t even require much maintenan-
ce. It is necessary, however, to redesign the entrance.

2. A platform lift can be installed inside the entry door to replace the inside ramp.

The cost calculations are for a ramp located inside the building. The costs are in the same 
order of magnitude for all three solutions, but a stair lift and a platform lift require the 
kind of maintenance that can be costly on longer term.

CoSTS oF THE IMPRovEMENT PRoJECTEd To THE CoMMUNITy ANd THE RESIdENTS

∑ HUF 2,500,000

HUF 40 000



THERMAL INSULATION, COLORING

About 82 percent of the energy used by households is for heating. About one-third of this can 
be saved by insulating the building. In our experience, even low income residents are willing to 
contribute their own money to an investment if the result is a saving of money. renovation of 
the exteriors of buildings creates more attractive houses. This can reinforce the local identity 
of a residential community and improve residents’ feelings of wellbeing. In addition to thermal 
insulation installed after the fact, it is worth installing movable perforated sheeting as shade 
and replacing the windows, most of which are obsolete, with three-layer windows equipped 
with automatic ventilation units. We also planned with a perforated sheeting shaft running 
along the outside of the building to cover up the outdoor components of air conditioners. 
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CoSTS oF THE PRoJECT PRoJECTEd To 
THE CoMMUNITy ANd To RESIdENTS

∑ HUF 45,000,000

HUF 703 125
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EXTERIOR UPGRADES

exterior upgrades that can expand existing balconies and widen the tiny kitchens in the cubby 
holes created by the side wings, which is an affordable and simple way to increase the limited 
space of the housing estate apartments. The extra space can be used by residents in keep-
ing with their individual tastes. The recipient structure of the application shown in the design 
is a simple, innovative one consisting of a combination of a closed component and a cable. 
The resulting framework can be furnished in keeping with resident demands and funds. The 
application structure goes above the roof and can also serve as a place to locate a roof terrace 
and solar collectors, if they are installed at a later date.

CoSTS oF THE PRoJECT PRoJECTEd To THE CoMMUNITy ANd To RESIdENTS

Support frame ∑ HUF 4,162,500

Support frame: HUF 65 039
balcony frame: HUF 210 000

szerkezeti csomópont



ENLARGING APARTMENTS HORIZONTALLY AND VERTICALLY

The most common criticisms of housing estate apartments are their small size and their floor plans, which do not meet changing demands 
(tiny kitchens and bathrooms). Internal renovations (connecting apartments horizontally and vertically) can significantly increase value. At the 
same time, this intervention could prevent those residents whose only problem is that they’ve outgrown the apartment from having to move. 
many housing estate residents have not only grown used to their place of residence but have also come to really like it. A significant portion 
of Újhegy residents have said they expressly like their surroundings. onsite interviews support the idea that a portion of the people who move 
away would have remained if they had a chance to increase the size of their apartment by connecting it with another one.

The structural technology of the prefab units makes it possible to connect apartments either horizontally or vertically. Tearing down interior 
non-load-bearing walls is not a problem. While cutting through load-bearing panels should be avoided, however static calculations may verify 
that doors can be cut into them. When combining apartments the engineering facilities and sanitary structures cannot really be moved. How-
ever, it is possible to achieve a minimum flexibility within the apartment by moving pipes.
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vERSIoNS oF WAyS To CoNNECT APARTMENTS HoRIzoNTALLy A SPATIAL ModEL oF CoNNECTINg APARTMENTS vERTICALLy
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CREATING A ROOF GARDEN

Housing estate blocks often lack open spaces for getting together for 
recreational or even for official reasons. A roof garden could create a 
pleasant and attractive space for a variety of community activities.

A safe staircase currently leads up to the existing roof structure, and 
without having to alter it, it could provide access to the roof. existing 
insulation would have to be partly renovated to create surfaces on which 
people could ambulate along a wooden framework with spaces between 
boards. The move would not influence the manner in which precipita-
tion drains from the roof. A safe, 110 cm high transparent barrier could be 
installed about 1.5 meters inward from the outer edge. on the outside of 
the barrier an extensive green strip that does not require frequent care 
could be created, and an outdoor kitchen and cupboard could be set up 
on the outer surface of the roof structure. The support structure of the 
application would be able to hold stationary or mobile awnings.

CoSTS oF THE PRoJECT PRoJECTEd To THE CoMMUNITy ANd To RESIdENTS

∑ HUF 9,000,000

HUF 140,625



SOLAR POWER 

The orientation of the building makes it optimum for introducing 
solar panels. The southern front is essentially free of all apertures 
and could hold at least 120 vertically placed solar panels. Placing them 
vertically as opposed to the optimum 45 degree angle results in a 
minimal loss of efficiency, but the support structure would be simpler 
and cheaper to build. According to calculations about 30 percent of 
the building’s electric power needs could be supplied in this way. The 
solar collectors would be attached to the roof application structures 
facing east-west, and south. This system, able to produce 5m3 of hot 
water/day would cover all the hot water needs of the building.
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CoSTS oF THE PRoJECT PRoJECTEd To THE CoMMUNITy 
ANd To RESIdENTS

Solar panel ∑ HUF 15,120,000
Solar collector ∑ HUF 11,500,000

Solar panel ∑ HUF 236,250
Solar collector ∑ HUF 190,000
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COSTS OF THE INTERVENTIONS

The cost estimates were prepared on the basis of building industry 
norms and price quotes given by contractors. The table shows both 
the full price of the improvements and a projection by apartment. 
experience with Újhegy prefab housing renovations has indicated 
that the multi-resident high-rise prefab units can be renovated 
comparatively simply (insulation, coloring, partial replacement of 
engineering equipment) using residents’ funds, savings accounts, 
and home improvement credit without triggering drastic increases 
in condo fees. Since there have been no loans granted for the model 
house we selected and the condo fee is lower than the average for the 
housing estate, we calculate that the community would be able to 
manage a cost of one million forints per home unit. Additional costs 
could be covered by external financing such as government subsidies, 
local government support of european Union funding, or the overall 
renovation could be broken into parts to cover a longer timeframe.

 2 500 000 Ft 40 000 Ft

 45 000 000 Ft 703 125 Ft
Awnings (units) 170 000 Ft 170 000 Ft
Window replacement (units) 165 000 Ft 165 000 Ft

Frame structure 4 162 500 Ft 65 039 Ft
own balcony frames 210 000 Ft 210 000 Ft

 varies  varies 

 9 000 000 Ft 140 625 Ft

Solar panels 15 120 000 Ft 236 250 Ft
Solar collectors 11 500 000 Ft 190 000 Ft

 ∑ 87 492 500 Ft ∑ 1 585 039 Ft
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SUMMARY

Good access to transportation and roads

Good supply of institutional amenities

Complete water, sewage, power supply

Plenty of green space

lack of an ownership attitude

monotonous

Technology becoming obsolete

High overhead costs

Small size, poorly designed

low purchase prices

Growing old

Families moving away

limited in what they can afford

High level of fluctuation

lack of community life

local government to rethink its 
principles of improvement

reinforcement of social participation

rethink the regulations of the narrow 
strips of land located immediately 

next to the buildings

Improve disabled access

Insulate and color exteriors

Applications to upgrade exteriors 
of building

Combining apartments both 
horizontally and vertically

roof garden

Affordable interventions

Possibility of social participation

Creation of community spaces

livable residential environment

Improvement in the quality of 
public spaces

Strengthening of the ownership 
attitude

Current status   B  Tools   B  Goal

more individualized and 
recognizable image

energy efficiency

Increase in size and value of units

reduction in costs

Community spaces

Prevent deterioration of zone

build stronger personal identity

Attract and retain middle class and 
lower middle class social strata

B

B

B

B

B

B

ENvIRoNMENT ANd INFRASTRUCTURE

HoUSINg SToCk ANd TyPES oF APARTMENTS

CoMMUNITy

We have designed innovative and affordable technical means to resolve the social and architectural problems listed and would improve the 
quality of the housing stock in line with the financial abilities and demands of the current residents. This would improve the way residents 
identify with their place of living and increase their bond to the building and apartment. The interventions would help to reduce fluctuation – 
meaning that current residents would remain – and would attract social strata which would not have chosen prefab housing earlier. This would 
make it possible to maintain and improve the mixed social composition of the area.
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SITUATION ANALYSIS

The Gubacsi housing estate is located in southern Pest, right next to 
the bridge linking Csepel Island with Pest. It is more or less an enclave 
located between the danube and Helsinki Avenue. The housing estate 
was built between 1954 and 1967, on ground that once held the drasche 
brickyard. The buildings in the older sections of the estate are smaller 
and the style is almost intimate. Some sections reflect the socialist-re-
alist style of the 1950s that today appear near-romantic, and it is archi-
tecturally valuable property. The location of the housing estate so close 
to the danube holds major promise and the large amount of greenery 
between the buildings has been retained in all design proposals.

Bird’s eye view of the model housing estate at Gubacsi Avenue

The approach from the Gubacsi BridgeBrickyard Square is the central square of the housing estate

Housing estates  

built in Budapest in the 

1950s and 1960s.
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An empty and unused shop on the main square

Buildings were kept down in size to human scale

Socialist-realist bas relief decorates the entrance

A preschool in the housing estate is an organic fit with its surroundings

The Danube is nearby

HOUSING ESTATE RESIDENTS

The nearly 1,700 residents of the housing estate are, for the most 
part, lower middle class. There are quite a large number of elderly res-
idents – the proportion of retirees in this housing estate is the high-
est in the district, with one in four people being over the age of 60. 
The proportion of young people in contrast is quite low at 13 percent, 
lower than the average for the district as well as for all of budapest. 
A significant portion of the retirees have been living here for decades. 
In fact, the senior citizens are strongly bonded to the housing estate. 
Given that it is scaled to human dimensions, the residents tend to 
know one another and often interact superficially with one another. 
However, despite the opportunities, there is no significant community 
life. There are no community functions or institutions. relative and 
absolute security are considered good. most of the residents own 
their apartments but the younger people tend to be private tenants 
who are not tied to the community and whose identification with the 
region is weak. The housing estate is low in status, illustrated by the 
fact that only 17.6 percent of residents are college graduates, which is 
about half the average for budapest.

Number of residents in this 
housing estate: 1,680

26 percent are over the age of 60

10 percent are unemployed

13 percent of residents are 
under the age of 19

18 percent are college graduates 
(data is from the Central Statistical 
Office – KSH) 

Number of home units: 850  

87 percent live in privately-owned apartments

3 percent of the apartments are local 
government owned and rented out

26 percent of the apartments are overcrowded
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Gubacsi Bridge – which crosses over to Csepel 
Island – is on the northern perimeter

Preschool

School for ethnic Germans

Pedestrian “gateway” to the area

Iodine and saline-laden medicinal waters at the Pestszenterzsébet Spa – currently closed and “locked in” 
between the housing estate and the Danube

Brickyard Square – is a central square reminiscent of a small town in scale. The 
location is excellent but it lacks community functions, has many unused shops 
and the greenery is neglected

The estate is close to the Danube but access to the river is difficult
The building in the model plan

Hullám (Wave) Boating dock and boat storage facility – currently in poor condition. An update is planned

A bus line through the area 
Since it is an enclave the express buses 
find it difficult to get into the area

Land strip – an obstacle located between the Danube and the housing estate

A newly built gated community

The ice hall

Helsinki Avenue – The light rail line and buses 
headed towards downtown Budapest touch the 
eastern boundary of the housing estate

MAP OF PROBLEMS
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The architectural and social/communal problems outlined above beg solutions that complement one another and offer synergic influences 
that respond to the challenges faced by the entire housing estate. Our project involves restructuring one concrete building, redesigning the 
immediate vicinity, restructuring portions of the housing estate in the broad sense of the term, while livening up relations between the 
people already living there.

PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

We envisaged an intergenerational community development effort 
aimed at the residents in general and the people living in the house we 
selected in particular, combined with the physical intervention. The physi-
cal and community interventions supplement one another and boost one 
another’s effects. The intergenerational community development meth-
od is intended to bring together the members of the different age groups 
through activities that everyone finds useful. The outcome is a more co-
hesive group and a greater level of solidarity resting on deeper-reaching 
intergenerational understanding. We hope to attract the youngsters and 

the elderly people by activating a variety of mutual skills (leisure time 
programs, computer skills, cooking, etc.) leading to joint activity (garden-
ing, sports, joint holiday celebrations, workshops). These activities are 
not only useful of themselves but can also meet the needs and resolve 
the problems of the two sensitive groups while relieving the “middle” 
generation of the burden of having to deal with the older folk and the 
children. The program includes designing hitherto absent services (such 
as creating a community center and moving in small businesses that 
begin to take an interest in the area because of an increase in community 
actions). It also calls for new leisure activities (gardening, sports) that 
increase the social role and sense of responsibility of local residents. In 
addition, the physical investment will result in urban spaces suited to the 
needs of the various age groups, while thanks to improving relationships 
among neighbors the quality of life will improve, too.

Small scale interventions in the surroundings of the model building

These measures are intended to remedy existing problems (e.g. the 
locked-in aspect of the area and neglected public spaces) and to cre-
ate new spaces that will serve to improve community life. The inter-
ventions rely strongly on active participation by the locals to improve 
their attachment to the common spaces, which leads to their becom-
ing more active users of it. renewal of the main square, the center of 
the housing estate, becomes a particularly important task.

Planned interventions in the surroundings of the target area
When the central square is overhauled the currently empty shops can 
become a “seniors’ club”   1.   which the facility currently doesn’t have, 
and they can also be used for other programs. A market  2.  on the square 
with tables and benches and a playground  3.  can bring life into the 
center, which is currently lying dormant. This will encourage businesses 
to pay market rents for other empty shops and will hopefully encourage 
small businesses to move in.
The housing estate has a great deal of greenery but the green spaces 

are unused and are neglected. Starting up a community gardening   4. 
program to cover multiple courtyards would encourage a growing number 
of residents to become attached to the community, and caring for a com-
mon garden would allow neighbors the opportunity to get to know one 
another better. The vegetables grown together   5.   could even be used 
as ingredients in joint dinners that residents might cook together. 
A landscaped and attractive passage that widens out and leads into the 
main square could resolve the problem of approaching the housing es-
tate on foot. It could serve as a pedestrian gateway to the settlement.
Another goal would be to take advantage of the proximity of the danube, 
which is one of the most valuable features of the housing estate. A series 
of active recreational elements would promote more active use of the 
riverside  6.  revitalization of the iodine therapeutic spa on the danube em-
bankment   7.   would be very important to residents, particularly to the el-
derly for whom the medicinal waters could help maintain or restore health.
In addition, the riverside would be an ideal place for a running track, of-
fering residents a free sporting opportunity   8.

Intergenerational community development

It is important that the community development
project be treated as a long term, multi-step process
that initially relies on people already living here but 
nonetheless needs the professionalism of community 
developers. Certain basic professional foundation items 
need to be adhered too for the project to be successful.
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A community garden   4. A community table and benches  5.

Sun bathing terrace overlooking the Danube   6.Additional parking spaces   10.
Market stands and benches   2. Tables for table games   12. A “put & take” library   13.

A café terrace   11.

A running track  8. A giant slide for children  9.

Small scale intervention sites, in the vicinity of the model building

1.

4.

7.

10.

2.
5.

8. 11.

13.

3.

6.

9. 12.
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Small scale interventions in the immediate vicinity of the model building

PLANNED INTERVENTIONS 
IN THE TARGET AREA 

Precise location of the model building: 2 közműhely telep Street 
 
Smaller scale interventions in the immediate vicinity of the building 
include rationalizing parking spaces   1   by putting spaces under the 
overpass and placing spaces along the verge of vizisport road, which 
will increase the area available for greenery  2.  The resulting garden 
can be home to an open air fireplace and   3   a covered terrace  4  that 
can be used for smaller community events. The garden can be a place 
where older and younger people can grow vegetables together  5.  In 
addition, the garden could be a place where residents could recycle or-
ganic waste and graywater. There is also space here for a playground 
for adults, equipped with outdoor sports facilities.  6.

The architectural problems of the building include the neglected roof 
structure and outdoor suspended corridors, as well as the obsolete 
engineering facilities. The facilities that are no longer suitable from 
the aspect of thermo-technology (insulation on the building exteriors 
and windows and doors) need to be insulated and renovated. In addi-
tion, the building needs to be made disabled-accessible, the smallest 
apartments need to be redesigned, and internal insulation against 
sound needs to be improved as do the communal areas.

1.

4.

2.

5.

5.

3.
6.
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This is an “L” shaped residential building. It has a cellar/storage area 

+ a ground floor and two additional floors + attic space and a corridor 

running along the outside

Number of apartments: Type of apartments: 

44 1 room studio apartments                                                                                                                                       

9 1.5 room apartments  

 (on the corners and at the turning point)

Existing conditions

Ground floor diagram showing existing condition
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1. 4.2. 5.3.

Variations

3 original character of building is retained (angle of roof slope is 
kept), harmony achieved between old and new

3 Construction will be low-cost to maintain
3 For large families: newly designed corridor with large roof terrace, 

several types of maisonette residential structures
3 The suspended corridor along the outside of the building is 

reinterpreted as a communal corridor with widened spaces in front 
of the apartment entrances = more communal transitory space 
(conducive to neighbors visiting each other)

 
AdvANTAgES:  
Social considerations:
3 Socially mixed residential groups can be established, because the 

housing will attract both young people and families
3 mobility becomes possible both socially and within the building 
3 Housing demands that change in the various phases of life can be 

met without having to leave the neighborhood
3 The status of the community can be improved
Architectural considerations:
3 The overall number of apartments can be increased and the space 

within each unit can be expanded
3 The choice of apartment types can be increased, and by taking 

advantage of the attic space (balconies, panorama) the building 
can become more attractive 

3 The infrastructure remains the same and the construction process is 
simple

RISkS: 
3 market demands and financial feasibility have not been tested
3 Number of parking spaces must be increased
3 There is a danger that the garden city mood can be lost
3 Construction conflicts are possible

Community development – in the target area

3 Community corners come about on the staircase platforms (d): 
message boards, “meeting points”

3 Community programs and opportunities for additional cooperation 
can be discussed here. Cooperation projects can include:

3 Elderly residents: They may be willing to babysit for the children of 
young couples, go over schoolwork with children, and possibly cook 
for working families

3 Middle generation:  They may be willing to handle administrative 
tasks and do the shopping for the older residents

3 young residents:  They can teach computer skills, read aloud, and 
offer other forms of assistance to the elderly residents

Chosen concept – Addition of one more floor plus roof layer:

PROPOSALS FOR RESTRUCTURING THE MODEL BUILDING

  1.  Building is renovated and made disabled accessible (elevator, ramp) with communal corridors and spaces,  2.  Existing apartment types are restructured + 

area is increased by merging apartments  3.  Apartments are opened to one another vertically to expand the space,   4.   A new floor is added, with a roof garden 

and terrace apartments,  5    An additional floor is built + attic space is built in.



b.

d.

a.

c.

e.

c.

e.

c.
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- Transitional apartments pulled back from the exterior 

plane. They offer either a broad panorama of two roof 

terraces       

Diagram of built in attic 

C-C Cross section, showing the A2 apartment 

with the two roof terraces

B-B cross section of the A1, A2 apartments looking in 

from the entrances

A-A cross section through the A2 apartment 

which has a loft

Layout of the additional floor built onto the building

- Outdoor corridor system is retained (a)

- New elevator (b)

- Typical apartment: double tract, underlined kitchen-dining-

living-French balcony space (c)

- Communal space (d)

- Space expanded = intermediate space = community terrace (e)

MODEL PROGRAMME 
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TYPES OF APARTMENTS
Existing type Planned restructuring Merging two apartments into one

Lower level = 59.6m2

Upper level = 43.4 m2

A1 = 103.0 m2

Lower level = 59.6 m2

Upper level = 35.2 m2

A2= 94.8 m2

Lower level = 37.4 m2

Upper level = 24.8 m2

B = 62.2 m2

Lower level = 36.4 m2

Upper level = 24.9 m2

C = 61.3 m2

Lower level = 31.9 m2

Upper level = 25.4 m2

D = 57.5 m2

Type A1

1+4 rooms 

2 roof terraces 

Total: 3 apartments

Type A2

With loft

1+3 rooms, roof terrace

Total: 3 apartments

Type B

1+1.5 rooms, French balcony

Total: 1 apartment

Type C

1+1.5 rooms, French balcony

Total: 1 apartment

Type d

1+1.5 rooms,  

French balcony

Total: 2 apartments

Type E+F

1+2 rooms

Roof terrace

Total: 1 apartment

Lower level = 36.96 and 

35.1 m2

Upper level = 41.2 and 

39.1 m2

E+F = 77.8 and 74.2 m2
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Exterior, façade 
3 original mood is retained as existing building is continued, with old and new forming an alloy
3 restful, harmonious façade and an effort to sustain the spacing of the original windows and 

doors
3 reinterpreted perspectives are important and include window apertures on the side of 

the building with the roof peak, replacement of windows with French balconies, and new 
balustrades along the outside corridor

ARCHITECTURAL PERSPECTIVE

From the courtyard, showing the northwest façade

Architect’s drawing from the courtyard side

Southeast façade from Brickyard Square

Northeast façade showing entrance on 2 Közműtelep StreetArchitect’s drawing from Brickyard Square

Existing building from the Brickyard Square vantage point
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FEASIBILITY

In addition to adding a floor and building in the attic, we recommend that the house undergoes a comprehensive 
energy upgrade to increase the attractiveness of the building and improve residents’ quality of life, while making 
maintenance sustainable.
In addition to demolishing the current gas heating system (convectors) and the gas stoves and renovating the 
plumbing, we designed a new central heating system with condensing boilers, flat radiators in the apartment, 
and electric stoves (the energy saving is estimated to be about 18 to 20 percent).  We also recommend a partial or 
complete replacement of the windows and doors with triple glazed windows that have gap ventilation to ensure 
sufficient ventilation to protect the building (energy saving: about 30 percent).
by applying thermal insulation to the façade and the courtyard side of the building with the suspended corridors, 
energy costs can be cut by about 25 percent.
Sustainability: We recommend attaching alternative energy sources to the roof, giving them a southern orienta-
tion. A solar collector could provide hot water while solar panels could produce electricity. An external tank could 
hold graywater, which could be used to irrigate the surrounding gardens.

Financing 

When calculating the costs of adding a floor and building in the attic our point of departure was that a hypothetical 
investor would “buy” the right to build in the attic after an elevator is added and the roof structure is renovated. The 
return on the construction would depend on the investor and the residents reaching an agreement, the costs arising 
during the construction project and real estate prices, which would allow us to estimate what the apartments could 
be sold for.
If the investment is not attractive as a business venture, the house’s cooperative or another non-profit venture 
could commission a company to build the apartments and the elevator and could then use the profit from the sale 
of the apartments to cover the other renovations (energy efficiency, environmental interventions). However, this 
alternative would require some serious management which in turn means some outside players (local government, 
professional residential management company) would have to enter the picture as the current residential commu-
nity does not have the experience to conduct an intervention on this scale.
building in the attic and the complex renovation of the house would require a significant financial outlay in ad-
dition to professional management. It is important to underline that the residents are low-income, and that 
plus their advanced age means that they will not be able to make a significant investment. Therefore, the pro-
ject requires a multi-actor financial construct.
The essence of an eSCo (energy-saving company) project is that the investor guarantees an energy saving and 
in some cases will finance and manage the project, and will then operate the engineering components for the 
duration of a contract. once the renovation is completed, the community of residents will use a portion of the 
energy savings to cover the costs. If a government subsidy is considered, it should be noted that only a con-
dominium community is entitled to government supports, which means that if such support is requested the 
house community will have to manage the financing. However the construction and operation would remain 
the responsibility of the eSCo. According to current operative program drafts, direct supports for energy-effi-
cient building renovation (such as keHoP – The operative Program for energy and environmental efficiency) 
and supplementary finances (such as low-cost credit) will be available for condominiums.  Condominiums can 
also access funds through the Green economy Financing System which uses inflow from trade in the carbon 
dioxide quota regime. Condo communities can access direct financial supports for projects such as the Warm 
Home Grant project, which offers 50 percent support to energy efficient renovations. A fourth source, which 
is small but can be used as part of the condominium co-payment, could come from the income from the sale 
of the attic apartments or the savings on the energy required to light up the common areas. With a high level 
of support the return time on a comprehensive energy-efficiency renovation averages 8 to 10 years, so this 
should be calculated with when planning the investment.

Energy and structural interventions in the building

68% Structure and 
professional trades

Central 
heating

Plumbing, sewage, 
ventilation

Elevator construction
Building’s electrical wiring

Profit

10%

7%
5%
3%

6%



SUMMARY

This research project aimed at finding ways of architectural and community intervention to resolve the problems of the Gubacsi housing estate, 
a project with excellent natural endowments and architectural values, but one with many problems, too. The goal was to deal with both archi-
tecture and community and find a comprehensive solution that resolves both types of concern. Physical interventions in the broader surround-
ings can improve quality of life for residents while using the method of intergenerational community development. We have found communal 
interventions that will improve living conditions. We have envisaged adding a floor and building in the attic of a model building and of using the 
inflow from sale of the new apartments to perform other renovations on the house. The community development accompanying the physi-
cal renovation of the building will end the isolation of the people living here, resolve a number of day-to-day difficulties, and contribute to the 
successful implementation of the project. The new apartments and the planned merging of the old apartments (turning two into one) as well 
as the improvement in community life will be a positive change not only for local residents but also for young people who are more financially 
secure and will find the location attractive.

Small apartments with poor layouts

buildings require renovations

lack of energy interventions

Poor quality of life

High maintenance costs

New spacious apartments in the 
attic space

Apartments can be combined

Complex energy-efficient building 
renovation

B B

AMoUNT oF REAL ESTATE ANd TyPES oF APARTMENTS

High ratio of retirees

lack of community

Homogenous low-status residents

low quality of life

rejuvenated and new set of 
apartments to attract young residents

Community life gets boost

B B

CoMMUNITy

An enclave

Green areas with no caregivers

Absence of community functions

danube bank and urban center are hard 
to get to

Public areas are underused

Small scale interventions

reinforcement of community functionsB B

ENvIRoNMENT ANd INFRASTRUCTURE

budapest municipal Government:

professional advisory services

district government:

takes over management tasks 
(partially) (e.g. planning)

Financial and administrative support 
for the development of public spaces 

and community developments

Professionals from NGos: 
presence in community 
development scheme

B B

MANAgEMENT
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INNER ERZSÉBETVÁROS

Inner erzsébetváros is a traditional, densely populated area with 
apartment houses lined up side by side. This structure and most of the 
buildings are over 100 years old. Seventy percent of the apartments 
were built in the latter half of the 19th century, and were designed for 
the local upper and middle-class. 

The area we are looking at covers 33 plots of land and is surrounded 
by kazinczy Street, király Street, kis diófa Street, and dob Street. Cur-
rently, 11 of these plots are unoccupied. most of the existing buildings 
are two or three stories (plus ground floor) high, but several are only 
one story (plus ground floor) high and one is six stories high. In most 
cases the buildings are U shaped or o shaped with closed courtyards 
despite the different sized plots. Several, on narrow plots, are l shaped. 
on the very narrow plots, the buildings have only street fronts. Since 
2002 this area has been part of a protected World Heritage Site near 
Andrássy boulevard.
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SITUATION ANALYSIS

As of 2011, 65.3 percent of the apartments in this block were owned by 
the local government, and very little has changed here since that time. 
The outcome is an exceptional situation as far as use of the buildings 
is concerned. It should suffice to compare this figure with the average 
for Inner erzsébetváros, where local government ownership is a mere 
13 percent. The social status of the residents is rather mixed although 
the portion of people with only a primary education is higher than 
average as is the proportion of unemployed persons. At the same time, 
the proportion of residents with college degrees is not lower than the 
average for budapest. People who are lower on the social status ladder 
tend to live in the local-government-owned rental units. between 1990 
and 2001 there was a natural population decline here combined with 
an increased suburbanization effort, which led to a 20 percent decline 
in the population of the district. After 2000 the decline slowed. The 
district became popular with tourists seeking accommodations in the 
city and with people in the 25-35 year age group.

The natural development of the district was altered by the combi-
nation of economic downturn and the declaration of the zone as a 
World Heritage Site. The price of residential properties dropped by 18 
percent while turnover went down by 25 percent between 2008 and 
2013. A rising number of unoccupied lots were turned into ruin pubs 
while many apartments became hostels. The change is so profound 
that living here has become quite difficult, given the area’s popularity 
as an entertainment district. The change has put families and elderly 
residents at risk, while not particularly bothering students who rent 
rooms here and who tend to appreciate the night life. The result of 
the growth in temporary residence is that people no longer pay atten-
tion to one another as they once did. The type of neighbor who could 
be counted on for help, supervision, and security has disappeared.
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PROBLEM MAP

The young people out having a good time are noisy at night, 

so apartments that face the street have become noisy

The ground floor apartments often 

are not just dark but are damp, too.

Lack of intimacy: The corridors on the outside of the 

courtyard fronts mean that to get to a courtyard 

apartment one has to walk in front of the windows 

of the rest of the apartments

The courtyard apartments are quieter 

than the ones facing the street

Parking problems: the streets are narrow 

and there are too few parking spaces

It is more worthwhile renting the empty plots to be used as 

open air restaurants or parking lots than to build them in.

Often the inside courtyards of the houses are narrow and dark, and the dark 

courtyards mean that the apartments opening onto them are also dark

Transitional use: The neighborhood is full of ruin 

pubs and open-air restaurants that have settled 

into the unoccupied spaces between buildings

There are very few trees on the street, and any 

plant life has to be placed in the inner courtyards
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Small plots, high-rise buildings

Apartments are dark

Condition of buildings is 
deteriorating

Absence of intimacy
Quality of housing is  

deteriorating

No renovations
People of low social status are 

in an uncertain situation

Quality of life for residents  
is deteriorating

Higher status people, parti-
cularly young people from the 

middle class and exchange 
students move in

Demolition, new development

Low status residents move 
away

Properties are put to  
transitional use

Number of commercial 
accommodations and of 

catering/entertaining facilities 
increasing rapidly

Proportion between 
commercial and residential 

functions shifting and slowly 
becoming irreversible

Society torn apart – low status 
people in local government 

properties, and middle class in 
privately owned places

Protected local government 
properties are becoming 

hazardous and may need to be 
demolished

Apartment layouts are poor

Courtyard corridors are on 
window level

Many apartments are  
overcrowded

Rents are low, resources are 
scarce

Condition of common  
spaces deteriorates 

Privatization

High noise level  
as recreational quarter

Increased demand for  
commercial properties

2011 Hungarian Statistical Office (KSH) data on the zone (Inner Erzsébetváros) and this block (Kis Diófa-Király-Kazinczy-Dob Street square)

65.3 percent in block

32.7 percent in block

13.1 in block

13.3 percent in zone

20.4 percent in zone

4.5 percent in zone

13.8 percent in block

32.8 percent in block

12.7 percent in block

8.0 percent in zone

37.9 percent in zone

9.3 percent in zone

Ratio of local gov’t owned rental properties 

Proportion of overcrowded apartments

Proportion of substandard housing 

Ratio of max. primary school graduates

Proportion of college graduates

Proportion of unemployed
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The original state of the apartment: 
The portion of the building facing the street is light, while that 

facing the courtyard is dark. The apartments are unpleasant, and 

were originally built for people of different statuses.  

The original and planned way of handling residential levels

Planned condition:
All private rooms, meant primarily as bedrooms, face the 

courtyard, while the community space facing the street is 

at the disposal of all residents of the floor. 

SOLUTION – THE COLLECTIVE HOUSE

goAL
To prevent the demolition of valuable buildings and stop residents from moving away.
There is a chance that this can be done if we manage to upgrade the old buildings into high-standard housing that is affordable.

THE CoNCEPT
To evolve community apartments and to bring housing communities into operation.
The “bedrooms” of the community apartments – one such apartment per floor – would be the not-very-light rooms that open onto the 
courtyards, while the “living room” would be the often noisy but light room facing the street. The entire building, including the catering and 
entertainment facilities on the ground floor, would be managed by an organization set up by residents.

ModELS
The idea is not new. There are community apartments in many parts of the world.
In Germany, Switzerland, and the Netherlands, the concept of cohousing is well-known. In britain the shared flat is common, and in Japan there 
are already twenty thousand “share-houses.” In Hungary the Inner City apartment hostels are the best known.

SELECTIoN 
The best way to ascertain whether the concept will work is to choose a building that is average in every sense of the term (10 Kis Diófa Street)
For the houses that have fewer stories than average and better proportions, there is no need for a transformation concept and the taller 
buildings tend to be on the corners where the street facades are more abundant and the lighting is better.

TooLS
One essential component of the concept is that the intervention has to be simple and cheap.
Protection of architectural value, luckily, meshes with the interests of residents: the less complex the intervention is, the cheaper it can be, and the 
less it will alter the building.



FACILITIES oN  
THE dIFFERENT FLooRS
Two community apartments will 
be located between the 1st floor 
and the attic. The ground floor is 
best used for entertainment facili-
ties and workplaces that generate 
income. The basement level would 
be for storage and the building’s 
engineering equipment, and would 
also be worth expanding to include 
entertainment facilitiesbővíteni.

corridors

private residential spaces

community residential spaces

workplaces/workshops

public spaces

storage spaces and 
accommodations for 
engineering equipment

multifunctional spaces

The different floors offer 
different functions
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Attic space: Expansion of the 
community apartment and 
a multifunctional space

2nd floor: 
Community apartments

1st floor: 
Community apartments

ground floor: 
Entertainment facilities that can be 
leased out, workplaces and workshops

Basement level: 
Extensions to leasable spaces and space 
for storage/engineering equipment
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THE HOUSE Users of the apartments

If the revamped and renovated ColleCTIve HoUSe were to see 
the return of its adornments lost in wars, revolutions and cleanups, 
then there would be no way to distinguish it from its former self, 
whether looking at it from the street or the courtyard. demolition 
would involve only inner non-load-bearing walls, inside wall surfaces, 
engineering facilities, and electric wiring. Nothing would be added to 
the outside and the only sign of the biggest change, the building in 
of the attic space, would be windows on attic level. Several doors and 
windows facing the outdoor circular corridor in the courtyard would 
change places, but this type of change was common even a hundred 
years ago.

The goal of the interior revamp is to make optimum use of interior 
space and to optimize living. The various functional units would be 
on the different floors. The first and second floors would contain 
the community apartments while the ground-floor would hold the 
entertainment facilities and workplaces. The apartments on the 
upper floor would increase in size as they approached the attic, and 
the basement could be accessed from the entertainment sites, which 
open from the street.

The members of the housing community, the users of the 
apartments would generally be young adults, members of 
Generation Y, who have much the same incomes and orders 
of value. To them the community way of life, democratic 
operations, freedom, and solidarity, are important. The 
residents find both the community way of life and individual 
creativity and privacy to be equally important. often residents 
of a community house are not only connected because of 
their housing. They may be in the same profession and work 
together organizing workshops and professional study groups. 
Cohousing communities typically get together before procur-
ing the property; they first define their goals and the values of 
community life that are important to them. They work on the 
designs together and chip in to finance the project.

In general, who makes up this group?
- People between the ages of 20 and 40
- Students, principally college students who are renting 

rooms but would like to live together with others in some-
place resembling a college dormitory

- Communities of friends who may already be sharing a rental 
apartment and who would like to stay together on long term

- Young college graduates and young couples who would like 
to live in a community but be separate from their parents – 
often using parental help to do so

(This information comes from interviews with people already 
living together and members of a community planning its own 
cohousing facility)



GROUND FLOOR AND BASEMENT

The operative rules for cohousing are always established by the residents, who also see to their enforcement. If something isn’t working well, 
they themselves change it. during the planning process the future residents work together with the architects in preparing the blueprints, but 
rules, such as ideas on how to use a given area, can always be changed later on.

The point of departure for the design of a cohousing facility is the different levels of communal and private spaces. A person who comes in 
off the street and enters one or the other of the two pubs or cafés, and/or goes on down to the basement is not participating in the life of the 
house. A person who comes into the courtyard through the building entrance and from there enters one of the workshops, studios, or offices 
opening onto the courtyard to work, does share a bit of community life. A person who goes up the main staircase to the clubroom is definitely a 
guest of the house because the club is run by the community.

While any of these factors can change, one thing is likely to remain the same and that is that the courtyard is not meant for entertainment 
purposes, at least not at night, because all bedrooms open onto it. The street can be noisy but not the courtyard.
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Basement level: Extensions of the ground-floor entertainment facilities are located on the street side 
as is a possible club, with storage facilities and engineering facilities on the courtyard side

ground floor: Entertainment facilities open onto the street, with workshops, studios, offices, and some 
storage space opening from the courtyard.

corridors

private residential spaces

community residential spaces

workplaces/workshops

public spaces

storage spaces and 
accommodations for 
engineering equipment

multifunctional spaces
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FIRST FLOOR 
Community apartment

Residents’ expectationsThe community apartment occupying the entire first floor is the best 
possible way to express the basic principle of the collective house. 
The apartment consists of 10 bedrooms, 10 bathrooms, 6 miniature 
kitchens, and huge communal spaces that can hold a maximum of 21 
residents but not every bedroom has to have two residents.

The basic principle of the private space is made up of a bedroom 
that can accommodate up to two people, and an en suite bathroom. 
A semi-private kitchenette is linked to every two rooms, or in some 
cases to just one room. Two to four residents can make coffee or cook 
simple meals here. The two-person rooms are more than 20m2 each. 
The bathrooms are space-savers but larger than minimum and given 
the high ceilings, a loft for sleeping can be built in.

The only way to get from five of the six residential units to the com-
munal spaces is along the outdoor corridor. The sixth is different in 
that the connection to the joint kitchen/dinette is through a heated 
space, making it suitable and comfortable for families with small chil-
dren. The communal spaces of the apartment are large, with separate 
spaces and alcoves for cooking, eating, working, or relaxing. These 
spaces also have a direct connection to the laundry, the playroom, and 
a movie room. The 21 residents can simultaneously fit quite comfort-
ably in the central part of the communal space and the dining area, 
even with guests, and should they wish, they can find spaces to get 
together in groups of 4-6 people.

3 That the private living space (for singles or couples) 
be suitable for real privacy, as a place to rest, work, or 
study

3 That it be possible to cook, eat, have fun, and relax in 
the community spaces

3 That the spaces for cooking and eating be open and 
ample so that several groups can use them at once

3 That the community spaces be suitable not only 
for conversations and workshops, but that a person 
should be able to work in them alone or in small groups

3 That the communal space include a laundry, playroom, 
and sports room

3 That residents be able to move within the building 
when their needs change (which means having private 
quarters of different sizes)

(These issues were cited during interviews with groups 
already living in communities or planning their own 
cohousing communities)

1st Floor: 
The first wing contains the communal space with a separate kitchen/dining 

area, conversational area, movie room, playroom, and bathroom. The corridor on 

the outside of the courtyard leads to the private bedrooms which each have their 

own bath, and share a kitchenette.

corridors

private residential spaces

community residential spaces

workplaces/workshops

public spaces

storage spaces and 
accommodations for 
engineering equipment

multifunctional spaces
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The communal apartment on the second floor, expanded into the attic space is much like the one below it in system. The differences are that 
ten of the private residents have to be accessed from the outdoor corridor instead of five, while one has direct access to the communal space. 
With the addition of the attic space, despite the comparatively small areas they become spacious as two-level units. They are also more 
apartment-like and can be lived-in in multiple ways. The same residential units can be furnished in different ways, which can include a living 
room with or without a bed, meaning that it can work for a couple or for four people, as their financial circumstances and living conditions allow.

The communal spaces coincide with those on the first floor, at least on paper. With nearly double the private area there are the same number 
of kitchens, dining space, entertainment rooms, storage space, and laundry space. The smaller volume of communal facilities is fair because in 
this case a complete residential unit includes a living room if used by a couple. In addition, being higher up and having effective attic lighting 
it is less dark than the 1st floor space. The multifunctional space on the street side of the attic combined with attached storage units is also 
accessible to the community – or it can rent it out. This typically depends on a decision by the cohousing residents and may also depend on how 
much money they have.

Attic: 
It is the top floor of the apartments on the 2nd 

floor, accessible from the lower apartment unit, 

and also includes a large multifunctional space

2nd floor: 
The street side is much like that on the first floor, 

with community space. The private residential 

units open from the corridor running around the 

outside above the courtyard.

2ND FLOOR AND ATTIC 
Community apartment with duplex private units
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SUSTAINABILITY Housing cooperative

The residents of the cohousing facility participate throughout the 
planning/designing process, and share decisions on how the spaces 
are to be shaped and allocated, what materials are to be uses, and 
what heating, plumbing, etc. methods and facilities are chosen. This 
is the guarantee of the economic and social sustainability of the 
building.

The basic values of the residents include democracy, social inclusion, 
and mutual assistance. The spaces within the house are suitable for 
community programs to which neighbors can come, which means 
that the house can fulfill a type of social function. In Inner erzsébet-
város, where the deteriorated condition has become a valuable back-
ground to the ruin pubs and hostels, an honestly renovated building 
can offer stability to the neighborhood and create a link between the 
neighborhood residents of different ages and circumstances.

The basic principle of the renovation is that the only interventions 
be ones that are absolutely necessary and that also help to sustain 
or in some cases restore the house to its original condition. Thanks 
to decades of neglect, the building, like the others around it, is in 
deteriorated condition. The exteriors, facing both the street and the 
courtyard, need to be renovated as does the roof. To build in the attic, 
the building will need solid attic flooring. And some of the interior 
walls and doors will have to be moved elsewhere to create the resi-
dential units.

The Inner City houses built before the turn of the 19th 20th  centuries 
have good points and bad ones regarding energy issues. The thick 
walls can store heat, but they are not really good when it comes to 
insulation. The heat loss can be reduced with a new exterior coating, 
inside thermal insulation, and a full replacement of all windows and 
doors. The heat loss of the attic space, once built in, can be cut to a 
minimum with precisely dimensioned insulation and up-to-date roof 
windows.

Given the exceedingly heterogeneous engineering systems even 
the minimum intervention would require complete demolition and 
reorganization of the utilities. It would be expedient and economic to 
centralize the heating system and the hot water supply, to intro-
duce several basic types of sanitary engineering blocks that can be 
connected to mains in the load-bearing walls. mechanical ventilation 
systems for the entertainment facilities on the ground floor and in 
the basement need to be installed, while ventilation for bathrooms 
can be managed with localized fans. The furnace and the fans can be 
placed next to the back stairs on different floors while the main lines 
can be placed in the courtyard and basement.

Expectations regarding this organizational format:
3 both the communal and living space of the house is 

owned by the residential community
3 The members of the cooperative take joint decisions 

on the rules governing the house and communal resi-
dence

3 The residents pay monthly rent
3 No portion of the house can be sold without the agree-

ment of the residential community
3 Anyone moving out is responsible for participating in 

the search for a new resident

The demands of the residential community can be imple-
mented within an internationally recognized organization-
al form. existing Hungarian law can provide a framework 
for this in the form of a housing cooperative. much the 
same as exists in the cohousing format used in Germany, 
the residential units and common spaces in a coop are the 
property of the housing cooperative and the members of 
the cooperative have the right to use their own residential 
unit. That use right can be transferred to another person 
under the cooperative charter. The cooperative has the 
right of first refusal of the use rights. The cooperative is a 
democratic organization that operates on the principle of 
one vote per apartment. The residents pay rent allowing 
them to use their residential unit and all the communal 
spaces. 

(These rules were cited during interviews with groups 
already living in communities or planning their own 
cohousing communities)



FINANCES

one reason people choose cohousing is to pay less than market rates 
for a place to live. Savings can be achieved through carefully planned 
designing with resident participation, innovative operation that 
includes technology for running utilities at less cost on long term, and 
with a significant amount of sweat-equity. 

Implementing the project becomes realistic if the monthly rental 
does not exceed current market rents (HUF 2000/m2/month) and if a 
comfortable residential unit (one room/person) does not exceed HUF 
50,000, which young people just starting out in life can afford.

Calculations:

When calculating the building’s renovation costs, we assumed that 
members of the community would participate in the simpler jobs. 
Therefore, we calculated with the costs of the main structural compo-
nents, the engineering systems and replacement of the windows and 
doors. The estimate we came up with was HUF 287.1 million.

The other significant cost is the price of the building itself. In the past 
few years there have not been any local government real estate sales, 
so if we calculate with market rates for an unoccupied property which 
the buyer is mandated to renovate, our estimate is that it would cost 
between HUF 320 and 400 million. So, we put the overall project cost 
at HUF 661.5 million.

The financing would come from a combination of residents’ own-
share (co-payment) and credit borrowed by the housing cooperative. 
The money to repay the loan would come from the cooperative’s 
income from rentals.

our plan calculated with the rental charge of HUF 1,500/m2 for a unit 
of personal space, which would include use of the communal space, 
too. We also calculated with average rental charge of HUF 3,400/m2 
for non-residential spaces.
 
With a maximum number of residents in the collective house (60 
people), the rate per resident would be an average of HUF 31,000/
month + utilities. If someone lives alone in a room the rate would be 
doubled.

With the above numbers the inflow would amount to HUF 50 million/
year, which would be sufficient to cover a loan of HUF 571 million run-
ning for a 20-year term at a 6 percent interest rate. Above and beyond 
that amount, residents and users of the non-residential spaces would 
have to come up with HUF 90 million as a co-payment. That would 
have to come from residents’ savings or as loans from friends or family.

The financing would be easier if the local government were to lease 
the building to the cooperative, requiring them to renovate it and 
retain the residential function. With a government guarantee the 
cooperative would be able to get a loan under better conditions, and 
that too, would cut investment costs. This particular example is for a 
property in Inner erzsébetváros,  where real estate prices are higher 
than on the other side of the middle ring. beyond the ring the lower 
real estate prices would allow a project with far more spacious resi-
dential units.
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Resources needed: HUF 661.5 M

Credit HUF 571.5 M

Initial equity – from residents 
HUF 45 M

Equity – from commercial 
establishments HUF 45 M

The overall investment cost is HUF 661.5 M

Purchase price of 
property HUF 360.0 M

Planning, designing, implementing, 
supervising HUF 14.4 M

Renovation costs HUF 287.1 M

The estimated cost of the revamp is HUF 287.1 M

2nd floor + attic 
HUF 136.8 M

Ground floor HUF 52.2 M

1st Floor HUF 77.9 M

Basement HUF 20.2 M

Annual repayment of credit at HUF 50 M/year

Inflow from 
resident rents HUF 

22.2 M

Inflow from commercial 
establishments HUF 27.8 M
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ADVANTAGES TO ESTABLISHING 
A COMMUNITY HOUSE

RETAININg RESIdENTS
A housing community whose finances are firm and which plans to 
operate on long term can increase the power of an area to retain its res-
idents, which would reduce the power of the night-time entertainment 
function to drive out the residents. The values of the residents include 
openness and inclusion, a message they pass on to the community at 
large when actively participating in neighborhood community building. 
Their presence can benefit other local residents who are uninterested in 
the unstable environment created by living next door to the ruin pubs 
or who are suffering from the changed circumstances and are becom-
ing increasingly introverted.

INNovATIoN
The residents of the collective house design their own spaces and 
shape the house to their wishes. Their goal is to have a place to live for 
below market rates which makes them much more sensitive to con-
struction and operation technologies than an investor who plans to sell 
the property. They seek out and are willing to use structural systems 
that are ecologically sound, flexible interior space designs and will do 
their own work and management.

AFFoRdABILITy
Given the high land prices and high renovation and construction costs 
in Inner erzsébetváros combined with the absence of a housing support 
system there is no such thing as an affordable apartment that can be 
rented on long term, despite high demands. The collective house as an 
alternative form of residence could be a viable alternative in meeting 
that need.

PRESERvINg vALUE
The Inner City houses with their outdoor courtyard corridors are the 
product of an era that had no problems building spacious light-filled 
apartments alongside tiny, dark ones that had no amenities. In the 21st 
century this housing configuration is no longer viable since everyone is 
entitled to a minimum level of conveniences. The communal apartment 
manages to solve this complex problem since with a minimum of effort 
these often valuable structures can be turned into livable housing by 
only altering the interior space.

Variations 
The basic idea of this design was to be able to create communal 
housing in the old Inner City residences with their outdoor courtyard 
corridors, by having the private residences face the courtyards and the 
community spaces face the streets. We have demonstrated the con-
cept with a cohousing arrangement but if we had tried to imagine all 
possible renovation alternatives within this concept we would need to 
work with three orders of magnitude and different functions for each.
1. minimum intervention: this is the lowest level of Inner City housing 
hostels. Practically speaking, the level is maintained and there is no 
longer-term objective. Since planning requires envisioning a purpose 
(and the finances required to achieve that purpose) there is no way to 
prepare plans for this category.
2. medium level intervention: this would be on the level of the commu-
nity house in this model. Similar interventions could establish student 
dormitories, hostels, or worker hostels farther away from the Inner City. 
The essence of all of these plans is that no fundamental changes are 
introduced into the operation and mass of the building. Architecture is 
much the same as for this collective house with the difference being 
that the rooms are generally smaller and the spaces are less differenti-
ated. Their operation is also fundamentally different – instead of com-
munities built from the bottom up, they operate as business ventures.
3. major intervention: the basic difference between this and the design 
offered as our model is that the originally open courtyard is closed and 
a glass roof encloses the courtyard. The surfaces of the closed house 
which are prone to cooling down become smaller and effective thermal 
insulation limits energy waste. A heat pump embedded in the soil that 
takes advantage of underground heat is used for heating, hot water, 
and passive cooling. A larger investment than discussed in the model 
would result in a disabled-accessible building that costs far less to 
maintain and provides a stable climate. It would be good for elderly 
residents, people who have lived their entire lives in Inner erzsébet-
város and do not want to move away.

The changes clearly do not mean that every single house has to be 
revamped this way. There are a variety of problems in the region which 
means that there also has to be a variety of solutions. Collective living 
is just one idea. but these houses shape their environments, so they 
might end up in the role of catalyst. 

The two photos on this page were taken in the community section of a similar 
facility in Zurich called Genossenshaft-Karthago 
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SUMMARY

Noisy night life

mixed, partly slum-like street scene

renovation of unused real estate

Increasing the significance of 
permanent residents

more consolidated street life

more orderly street scenes
B B

ENvIRoNMENT ANd INFRASTRUCTURE

residential buildings in poor condition

Quiet but dark apartments

light but noisy apartments

Turning buildings in poor condition 
into cohousing

evolving community housing on 
upper floors

renovated real estate

Quiet private residences

Noisy communal spaces

B B

REAL ESTATE ANd TyPES oF APARTMENTS

lack of middle class families

Segregation of rental housing residents

overwhelming number of young people 
seeking temporary entertainment

establishing and disseminating 
housing communities running their 

own buildings and open to residence 
by young families

Increasing the portion of residents to 
whom remaining in place is important

organizing programs for people living 
in the region

dissemination of community-thinking

B B

CoMMUNITy

Current problem  B  Proposed intervention   B Planned outcome
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BUDAPEST AFTER THE CHANGE OF THE REGIME 

The twenty-five years following regime change have reshaped and 
remodeled budapest. A dynamically developing, colorful, varied city, 
albeit struggling with numerous problems, has evolved, rooted in the 
heritage of past eras, but adjusted to current challenges. Current-day 
budapest is the outcome of cooperation or non-cooperation between 
many actors, having been shaped by investors, decision-makers, ur-
ban residents, and even tourists. discounting some major projects, 
the public sector has tended rather to rely on regulations – or the ab-
sence of them – to influence flows, in some cases proactively and in 
others by merely chasing after events.  

The city has tried to adjust to the various challenges and the process 
has reshaped its social structure. differences between the social 
groups grew spectacularly. Poverty shot up and has left its mark on 
the public spaces, leading to the devaluation of some neighborhoods 
and the evolvement of enclaves, some more affluent and others 
much poorer than their surroundings.

In the decades following the 1989/90 regime change suburbanization 
increased by leaps and bounds. In its wake came commuting and a 
vast increase in the use of cars to get from place to place, generating 
ongoing environmental and traffic problems within budapest and of-
ten outside of it as well. The city sprawled. In many respects the city 
line existed in name only, but this was not taken into account. The 
administrative boundaries were not redrawn and the distribution of 
resources also ignored the phenomenon.

The privatization of housing and the impact of market flows on a rad-
ically changing housing market also triggered fundamental change. 
The large number of homes built by private developers for about a 
decade starting with the turn of the century resulted in a substantial 

housing supply within the city. In the meantime, social expectations 
regarding conveniences underwent a major change, while at the same 
time a very broad sector of the population was endangered by losing 
the home it had had until then.

The outcome of these changes is blatantly obvious throughout the 
city. The housing estates were devaluated and the entire city feels 
the effect. Although many housing estate buildings have been up-
dated, some of them have begun to depreciate from the real estate 
point of view. The Inner City’s facelift has taken place in parallel with 
this. office complexes, tourism centers, and an entertainment quar-
ter have evolved and some of the city core has been rehabilitated, 
financed partly by the market and partly through public funds. In the 
meantime, a significant portion of the old industrial areas and the 
transitional zone have been marginalized, creating deteriorating en-
claves within the city that are becoming slums. Finally, the outskirts 
have undergone a unique growth, and are servicing the increased de-
mands for single family homes and life in the greenbelt.

The studies in this volume are focused on the problems generated 
by the above changes, in a breakdown that spotlights six very differ-
ent zones within the city (actually, they are all on the Pest side of the 
danube). They are: the Inner City, the transitional zone, the high-rise 
prefabricated housing estates and the low-rise housing estates of 
the 1950s and 1960s, the outer zone of single-family homes, and the 
garden neighborhoods bordering the city line that are more or less 
suburban. Teams of interdisciplinary professionals worked together 
to seek out housing construction alternatives that qualify as new and 
sustainable, specifically molded to resolving the complex problems of 
each of the zones.  
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THE APPEARANCE OF SUSTAINABILITY AMONG THE 
INNOVATIVE HOUSING CONSTRUCTION ALTERNATIVES

Social sustainability

Social sustainability entails establishing conditions that offer people 
in different neighborhoods nearly similar opportunities to access 
resources, relative wellbeing, and equality. This includes retaining 
these features for the next generation. essential to achieving social 
sustainability is putting an end to homogenous, segregated neigh-
borhoods and replacing them with heterogeneously populated ones 
that offer housing commensurate with demand to each of the social 
groups. Practically speaking, each of our working groups was focused 
on achieving this social mixture through three different tools: evolving 
a satisfactory housing structure, the provision of social services, and 
community development.

evolving a satisfactory housing structure meant that the groups de-
signed a variety of rental units (some of which would be rent-subsidized 
while others would be market-based), both in the new homes and the 
renovation categories, as well as homes designed for private and for 
public ownership. The home units were designed to accommodate vari-
ous age groups and different sized families, all within the same neigh-
borhood. Finally, they have designed simpler and luxury apartments 
all within the same building or block. The working groups employed at 
least one but often more than one of the alternatives listed, depending 
on what the neighborhood and the designs could handle.

one important way to reduce the social gap is to establish accessible 
social services, particularly in cases when the group was working on a 
larger and deteriorated area. When this is the case, the evolvement of 
an infrastructure and of services able to support a disadvantaged popu-
lation is the prerequisite to attracting less disadvantaged strata and to 

keeping them there. In addition, it helps the indigenous population to 
adjust to the new community and broader-based society. Fitting the 
social services into the residential pattern was the priority task of the 
group focused on the transitional zone. 

Several of the groups were concerned with boosting the cohesiveness 
of the local communities and of establishing new communities. Two 
of the designs centered on cohousing, which deliberately builds on 
a community (one was on the outskirts of budapest in a decisively 
suburban area and the other was in the Inner City). This design allows 
a close (quite homogenous) community to live in the same building 
or neighborhood that contains communal as well as private spaces. 
Shared use of the communal spaces brings about the internal cohe-
sion. There is no such configuration in budapest at the moment but 
it could be introduced.  There are some housing communities that 
would have environmentally and socially sustainable housing for-
mats and – as opposed to the gated communities – they specifically 
would be able to build close connections to their neighborhoods and 
establish community values, and these could serve as catalysts for a 
cohousing community.

A priority topic for the studies, particularly those concerned with the 
housing estates, was how to increase the cohesive power of existing 
residential communities, how to build up the interactions of the differ-
ent social groups through architectural and social means. The studies 
chose a variety of ways to do this. They ranged from designing new 
communal areas (such as communal gardens and/or clubs), establishing 
meeting points within the buildings (such as a roof terrace) and increas-
ing community life among residents by organizing events, gatherings, 
and meetings.
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Environmental sustainability

In these studies environmental sustainability meant the establish-
ment of a city in which the residents try to minimize the amount of 
energy they use and pollutants they create, not only for economic 
reasons but also to scale down their environmental footprint. both 
reasons are always there but the emphasis with which one or the 
other appears in the studies varies. While decreasing the environmen-
tal footprint is more important to cohousing projects, which focus 
primarily on more affluent groups, the financial benefits are given 
priority in housing estate or transitional zone rehab.

Finding cost-effective ways to access energy was important to all 
groups, and all made technical proposals fitted to the venues and 
tasks. They included conventional methods such as appropriate wall 
thicknesses, orientation, housing density when constructing new 
buildings, and insulation and window replacement when doing reno-
vations. A great deal of attention was also given to innovative energy 
options such as chances of using solar and geothermic energy.

With respect to more efficient use of the urban infrastructure, the stud-
ies focused on increasing construction density. In other words, they spot-
lighted the garden city areas and other suburbs, and offered low-density 
but intensive construction, which require lower volumes of resources per 
unit (such as roads and utility lines) to supplant the single family homes. 
At the same time, their innovative designs offer a more livable, humane 
environment. Another goal with these neighborhoods was to reduce daily 
commutes by car, partly be making public transport more economic given 
the higher population density, and partly by introducing carpooling, prin-
cipally in close-knit housing communities (such as cohousing).

Economic sustainability

economic sustainability for the city means efficient operation in which 
the long-term services necessary for an appropriate standard of living, 
become affordable thanks to resource sharing. From the urban plan-
ning aspect, the foundation of economic sustainability is the compact 
city, which gives priority to high-density mixed use neighborhoods. At 
the same time, the residents have their own expectations regarding the 
financial conditions and return on real estate investments that make 
residence sustainable.

economic sustainability, when building or renovating housing, means 
using methods fitted to limited solvency on the demand side. The goal 
is to attain a satisfactory cost/benefit ratio through new construction, 
in other words, to design housing alternatives that are architecturally at-
tractive but cost only moderate amounts of money. These homes should 
be marketable at affordable prices.

The technologies preferred by the groups were comparatively low cost 
ones, which helped keep investment costs down. The goal was to turn 
architectural innovation from an unattainable dream into a realizable 
alternative. The groups chose various tools to achieve this. recognizing 
limited solvency, they worked on renovation options such as cohousing in 
the Inner City and the low-rise housing estates of the 1950s and 1960s. 
They designed income producing facilities in the new housing areas, for 
instance in the transitional zone, along with higher population density 
to reduce specific plot costs in the garden cities and suburban communi-
ties. Ideas designed to improve the situation of the large housing estates 
focused on economy showed a variety of renovation options scaled to 
available funds.



The groups worked hard to remain grounded in reality when designing 
the architectural configurations reflecting their ways of alleviating 
social problems. At the same time, the shortcomings in the regula-
tions and the organizational and institutional system ended up be-
ing spotlighted by their innovative content.  The designs ab ovo put 
tension on organizational limits and required the designers to make 
assumptions about the behavior of the other actors affected by the 
development programs.

Therefore, the key to feasibility is not merely the available amount of 
money but also the willingness of the various actors, their openness 
to change. After analyzing the programs, it appears that the following 
conditions need to line up for the plans to be implemented:

There has to be a proactive public sector

3 ready to provide the zoning regulations (or amend local zoning 
codes) to support medium-density construction

3 ready to come up with public space development programs able 
to offer a livable environment around the newly renovated hous-
ing stock by providing the space for communal activity

3 ready to become an active catalyst to the building of local com-
munities, and ready to support grass roots initiatives

3 ready to target and support an increase in rental housing (includ-
ing social housing), and to accept the financial risk involved

3 ready to offer land at below market prices to renovation initia-
tives and/or to provide plots of land in exchange for public rental 
housing

3 ready to act as a partner in initiatives when occupied homes need 
to be emptied out for the renovations, providing the residents 
with temporary housing for the duration

The public sector needs to have a measure of central government 
participation

3 ready to offer stable subsidies accessible on the long term as in-
centives for sustainable energy projects

3 ready to financially support local governments in meeting their 
pledges for rental housing and housing allowance

3 ready to offer financial guarantees for socially beneficial invest-
ments such as cohousing construction

  

The financial sector needs to be

3 ready to offer substantial financing to communities getting un-
derway with little money for down payments

3 ready to offer long term (several decades long) loans for invest-
ments that take a long time to produce returns

There have to be innovative real estate investors

3 ready to see the market potential of investments in areas where 
the market has not yet verified the return (such as building in at-
tic space/lofts in residential communities

3 ready to be a constructive partner to the public sector in sharing 
the risks of innovation.

FEASIBILITY, OR WHO GETS TO TAKE THE FIRST STEP?
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These assumptions tell us that innovation is necessary, not only on the part of the active
groups, but also from all parties involved in any decision-making process. The projects can
only come off the drawing board if the various levels of the public sector embrace the local
initiatives and set an example. That way, following the market orientation of the past 25 years, 
Budapest’s development could shift to a more cooperative model.
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